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ABSTRACT
Transportation monitoring unit (TMU) qualification testing was performed between
3 March and 14 December 1989. The purpose of the testing was to qualify the
TMUs to monitor and store temperature and acceleration data on redesigned solid
rocket motor segments and exit cones while they are being shipped from Utah's
Thiokol Corporation, Space Operations, to Kennedy Space Center.
TMUs were subjected to transportation tests that concerned the structural
integrity of the TMUs only, and did not involve TMU measuring capability. This
testing was terminated prior to completion due to mounting plate failures, high- and
low-temperature shutdown failures, and data collection errors. Corrective actions
taken by the vendor to eliminate high-temperature shutdowns were ineffective.
An evaluation was performed on the TMUs to determine the TMU vibration
and temperature measuring accuracy at a variety of temperatures. This test
demonstrated that TMU vibration measurements are not within specified tolerances,
that TMU measured shock levels are high, and that TMUs are temperature sensitive
because of decreased accuracy at high and low temperatures.
It has been determined that modifications to the current TMU system, such
that it could be qualified for use, would require a complete redesign and
remanufacture. Because the cost of redesigning and remanufacturing the present
TMU system exceeds the cost of procuring a new system that could be qualified
without modification, it is recommended that an alternate transportation monitoring
system be qualified.
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INTRODUCTION
This report documents the procedures, performance, and results obtained from the
redesigned solid rocket motor (RSRM) transportation monitoring unit (TMU)
Qualification test. The final series of testing was performed between 8 Nov and
14 Dec 1989 at Unisys Laboratories, Salt Lake City, Utah. Initial qualification
testing was performed at the Wyle Test Facility, Norco, California, between 3 Mar
and 5 Apr 1989. The purpose of the testing was to qualify the TMUs to monitor
and store temperature and acceleration data on RSRM segments and exit cones
while they are being shipped from Utah's Thiokol Corporation, Space Operations, to
Kennedy Space Center (KSC). Testing was performed in accordance with CTP-0097,
Transportation Monitor Unit Qualification Test Plan.
RSRM segments and exit cones are shipped to KSC on railcars. Each segment
and exit cone-loaded railcar is instrumented to monitor acceleration and temperature
during shipping. TMUs are mounted on each railcar to continuously store the
temperature and acceleration data into temporary memory banks. This qualification
testing was performed to demonstrate that TMUs can perform their required data
gathering functions when subjected to temperatures and vibrations representative of
the railcar environment.
1.1 TEST ARTICLE DESCRIPTION
The test article consisted of two TMUs, each assembled under 8U76218. TMU
exterior configuration is shown in Figure 1. Specific information about the
individual TMUs used at both the Wyle and Unisys test facilities is listed in
Section 6, Results and Discussion. The TMUs were provided by vendor QSI
Corporation, which refers to the TMUs as "QDLM-2" units.
TMU accelerometers are set for measurements in the longitudinal, vertical, and
tangential (lateral) axes. Each axis has a programmed triggering operation which is
set to function at 1.0-g longitudinal, 1.0-g vertical, and 0.5-g tangential threshold
levels. Each accelerometer channel level is set to be recorded onto the main
memory every time a preset acceleration level is exceeded. The main memory is
also set to continuously store channel readings so that data are available for
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recording 1 sec before and 10 sec after a triggered event. If acceleration levels are
not exceeded, TMUs are set to automatically record each accelerometer level every
6 hr. Temperature levels are set to be recorded every 0.5 hr. TMUs are designed
to store approximately 280 ll-sec events. TMU and associated instrumentation
placement on railcars is shown in Figures 2 and 3.
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OBJECTIVES
The objectives of test plan CTP-0097 Rev D were derived to satisfy the requirements
of the contract end item (CEI) Specification CPWl-3600 Para 3.2.8.b, and the railcar
instrumentation identification item Specification CDW2-3454 as listed below.
The qualification objectives of the test were:
A. Verify the general performance in accordance with CDW2-3454 Para 3.2.1.1.
B. Verify the functional performance in accordance with CDW2-3454 Para 3.2.1.2.
The specific objectives of the test were:
C. Certify that the unit scanner will record accelerations 1 sec before and 10 sec
after each trigger.
D. Certify that the TMU will record the 3-min timed event to assure clock
accuracy.
E. Certify that the TMU will record the temperature and internal parameters
every 0.5 hr, starting at 1 min.
F. Certify that the TMU will record a timed event every 6 hr starting with the
first timed event at 3 min.
G. Certify that the three accelerometer channels will trigger all other channels.
H. Certify that the triggering systems operate at 1.0-g longitudinal, 1.0-g vertical,
and 0.5-g tangential threshold levels.
Certify acceleration and temperature accuracy throughout the operating
temperature range.
Certify the unit scanner recording capability through various vibration inputs.
Certify that a nonoperational triggering channel will not affect the remaining
channels and result in only one recorded event.
Certify that the self-contained power source can successfully operate for a
minimum of 17 days.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
3.1 SUMMARY
TMUs were subjected to transportation tests that concerned the structural integrity
of the TMU only, and did not involve the measuring capability of the units. This
testing was terminated prior to completion due to mounting plate failures, high- and
low-temperature shutdown failures, and data collection errors.
An additional test for evaluation only was performed on the TMUs to
determine the TMU vibration and temperature measuring accuracy at a variety of
temperatures. This test demonstrated that TMU vibration measurements are not
within specified tolerances, and that TMUs are temperature sensitive because of
decreased accuracy at high and low temperatures.
The functional qualification tests were not performed, and none of the
objectives of CTP-0097 were adequately addressed during the test. Results showed
that TMUs do not perform to the requirements of the following documents: STW3-
3662, CDW2-3454, TWR-17049 Rev A, nor the qualification testing of CTP-0097. A
complete discussion of the test results is presented in Section 6.
3.2 CONCLUSIONS
Corrective actions taken by the vendor to eliminate high-temperature shutdowns
were ineffective. The corrective actions are outlined in Appendices C and D.
The additional engineering evaluation demonstrated that TMU vibration
measurements are not within specified tolerances, and that TMUs are temperature
sensitive because of decreased accuracy at high and low temperatures. Because the
TMU measured shock levels were higher than the input levels, it is likely that all
the TMU measured shock levels are higher that what occurs at the accelerometers.
It has been determined that modifications to the current TMU system, such
that it could be qualified for use, would require a complete redesign and
remanufacture.
R_V,S,ON OOCNO TWR-18782 I voL
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3.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
Because the TMUs failed to survive their simulated use environment, and because
the cost of redesigning and remanufacturing the present TMU system exceeds the
cost of procuring a new system that could be qualified without modification, it is
recommended that an alternate transportation monitoring system be qualified to
monitor RSRM segment and exit cone shipments.
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INSTRUMENTATION
Instrumentation used and recording system trigger levels were as listed in CTP-0097.
All reference, control, and response instruments were zeroed and calibrated in
accordance with MIL-STD-45662.
5
PHOTOGRAPHY
Photographs of the test setup at Wyle Laboratories and the broken TMU mounting
plate are included in Appendix A, Pages A-71 and A-72.
Photographs of the test setup at Unisys were also taken, and are shown in
Figures 4 through 6.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 TESTING AT WYLE LABORATORIES
This portion of testing was performed between 3 Mar and 5 Apr 1989 at the Wyle
Test Facility, Norco, California. A representative from Systems Loads and
Environments witnessed the majority of testing.
Wyle prepared a test report which includes plots of the test results. This
report is included as Appendix A. Section 6.1 summarizes the Wyle test report and
provides additional information and conclusions.
6.1.1 Test Article Description
The test article consisted of two TMUs, prototype units No. 1 (S/N 0006) and No. 2
(S/N 0013). Both TMUs were subjected to the same testing. The TMU shock
mounts were fastened to "U" channels and then secured to an electrodynamic
exciter. Thermocouples and accelerometers were then mounted on the TMU and
shaker table as shown on Page 5 of the Wyle test report. Test configuration was as
specified in CTP-0097.
For temperature conditioning, a 3-foot-square insulated plywood box was placed
around the TMU. Hot air or CO2 was forced into the box for heating and cooling,
respectively.
6.1.2 Transportation Testing
6.1.2.1 Introduction. Testing began by addressing the transportation portion of
CTP-0097. This was a structural test of the TMU components and housings,
designed to verify extended operation of the TMU in the intended environment of
railcar operation.
This testing consisted of subjecting the TMUs to sine sweep vibrations to
determine the TMU resonant frequencies, subjecting the TMUs to sinusoidal dwell
vibrations at the resonant frequencies, and subjecting the TMUs to shock spectra
testing.
This testing began with sinusoidal sweep vibrations applied to the TMUs to
determine the resonant frequencies for each unit. Sine sweep vibrations were
applied in accordance with SE-019.049-2H, "Solid Rocket Booster Vibration, Acoustic
REV,S,O___ ooc_0 TWR-18782 I rot
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and Shock Design and Test Criteria," and the test criteria for determining resonant
frequencies is listed in Table 1, Resonant frequencies for each TYIU were
determined by greater than 2-to-1 amplification ratios between any response
accelerometer (mounted on the outside surface of the top of the TMU) and the
control accelerometer (mounted on top of the shaker table). Resonant frequencies
were to be found in the longitudinal, tangential, and vertical axes at -20", 70", and
163°F. Response accelerations that were measured in the same axis as the control
input axis were used to determine resonant frequencies.
Table 1. TMU Transportation Test Criteria--Control Inputs
for Determining Resonant Frequencies (sine sweep
through the below range at 5-2,000-5 Hz at
1 octave/minute)
• 5 to 130 Hz at 1.2-g peak
• 130 to 185 Hz at 0.0014-in. double amplitude
• 185 to 2,000 Hz at 2.5-g peak
Once resonant frequencies were determined, TMUs were then subjected to
sinusoidal dwell testing for 15 min at the approximate sine sweep amplitudes for
each resonant frequency. No more than three sine dwells were applied in a single
axis for a given temperature.
The TMUs were also to be subjected to five shocks in each direction in the
longitudinal, tangential, and vertical axes at -20 °, 70 °, and 163°F. The shock
spectra levels are defined in Table 2.
Table 2. TMU Transportation Shock Test Criteria
• 20 to 160 Hz at + 6 decibel/octave
• 160 to 340 Hz at 10-g peak
• 340 to 400 Hz at -6 decibel/octave
The data acquisition system and TMU zero reference (located on TMU display
panel) were to be verified prior to testing, after completion of each test. Memory
modules were to be removed and replaced each time that TMUs were turned off.
REV,S,O___ Ooc_o TWR-18782 j VOL
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TMU accelerometer trigger channels were not connected for measurements.
Temperature measurements were taken by the TMU internal and external
instrumentation throughout the tests.
6.1.2.2 Transportation Testing With Original Shock Mounts and Mounting Plate.
Initial testing was performed with the original design TMU shock mounts which
consisted of two bolts enclosed within a rubber grommet. The original design
0.125-in. thick aluminum mounting plate was used.
TMU Time Check Sequence Test. Prior to testing, a time check sequence was run
on each TMU. Both units were run continuously for 6 hr. Each TMU recorded at
the 0.5- and 6-hr intervals.
-20°F Testing. TMU No. 1 was conditioned to -20°F and run through a longitudinal
sine sweep. Once sine sweep testing began, it was evident that the shock mounts
significantly increased the vibration amplitudes that were input to the TMUs from
the shaker table. Regardless of the high amplitudes, it was decided to proceed with
testing. Two resonant frequencies were found at approximately 22 and 31 Hz
(Page 12 of the Wyle test report). The unit was then subjected to sine dwell
vibration testing at these frequencies (at -20°F) for 15 min with no structural
damage occurring.
(Frequency versus acceleration plots, included in the Appendix A, consist of
control and response accelerations. Plots for resonant sine dwell tests were not
taken, as these were pass/fail tests.)
TMU No. 1 was then subjected to shock spectra testing in the longitudinal axis
at -20°F. Results of the shock tests begin on Page 43 of the Wyle test report. The
TMU continued to run while subjected to the shock tests.
TMU No. 2 was then conditioned to -20°F and run through a longitudinal sine
sweep. Two resonance frequencies were found at approximately 28 and 39 Hz
(Page 12 of,the Wyle test report). The unit was then subjected to sine dwell
vibration testing at these frequencies (at -20°F) for 15 min with no structural
damage occurring.
TMU No. 2 was then subjected to shock spectra testing in the longitudinal axis
at -20°F. Results of the shock tests begin on Page 43 of the Wyle test report. The
TMU continued to run while subjected to the shock tests.
.Ev,s,on Docno TWR-18782 ]voL
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During these cold transportation tests, both the Wyle control thermocouple and
the TMU internal temperature sensor indicated approximately -20°F, while the four
TMU external temperature sensors indicated approximately 0°F. Since the vibration
table was significantly larger than the conditioning chamber, it was not possible to
lower the table surface temperature below 0°F. The table surface temperature
probably influenced the attached TMU external temperature sensor readings. Also,
probe measurements were probably inaccurate because they were uninsulated and
became coated with ice from the carbon dioxide. Prior to additional testing, this
temperature difference was eliminated by insulating the temperature probes from
the vibration table with a 2-in. thick layer of fiberglass insulation between the
probes and the shaker table surface.
70°F Testing. TMU No. 1 was subjected to shock spectra testing in the
longitudinal axis at 70°F. Results of the shock tests begin on Page 43 of the Wyle
test report. The TMU continued to run while subjected to the shock tests.
Sine sweep testing of TMU No. 2 in the longitudinal axis at 70°F resulted in a
resonant frequency at approximately 19 Hz (Page 20 of the Wyle test report). The
unit was then sine dwell tested at approximately 19 Hz for 15 rain and no structural
damage occurred. Post-test inspection revealed that two mounting screws had
loosened during the sine dwell test. The loose mounting screws were retightned.
TMU No. 2 was then subjected to shock spectra testing in the longitudinal axis
at 70°F. Results of the shock tests begin on Page 43 of the Wyle test report. The
TMU continued to run while subjected to the shock tests.
Sine sweep testing of TMU No. 1 in the longitudinal axis at 70°F resulted in a
resonant frequencies at approximately 16, 21, and 32 Hz (Page 24 of the Wyle test
report). The peak acceleration loads for the 16-Hz resonance frequency were
relatively high at 50 g. When the unit was subjected to sine dwell vibration at
approximately 14.5 Hz and 1.2 g input, the mounting plate fractured prior to
completion of the 15 min sine dwell. A photo of the broken mounting plate is
shown on Page 72 of the Wyle test report.
Testing was then terminated and effort was directed toward improving the
mounting plate and shock mounts to withstand the vibration test levels.
6.1.2.3 Transportation Testing with Redesigned Shock Mounts and Mounting Plate.
As a result of the mounting plate failure during the initial testing at the Wyle test
,Ev,s,o_ Doc_o TWR-18782 J voL
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facility, the shock mounts and mounting plate were redesigned and installed, and
testing was started over. The improved mounting plate was made from 0.125-in.
thick stainless steel, reinforced at each end with additional 0.125-in. thick stainless
steel. The improved shock mounts consisted of a single bolt with an external rubber
grommet, as compared to the original dual bolt design.
For the cold temperature testing, plastic was loosely taped around the
temperature probes to prevent surface condensation and frost. Also, a 2-in. layer of
insulation was wrapped around the accelerator connections with Teflon ® tape, and
unused accelerometer connections were wrapped with Teflon ® tape to avoid shorts
due to condensation.
TMU Time Check Sequence Test. Prior to testing, a time check sequence was run
on each TMU. Both units were run continuously for 18 hr. Each TMU recorded at
the 0.5-hr and 6-hr intervals.
Tangential Axis Testing. Because tangential vibrations subjected the TMUs to the
largest amplitude response (the TMUs were most likely to fail due to loads in this
direction), it was decided to test in the tangential direction first.
TMU No. 1 was conditioned to -20°F and run through a tangential sine sweep.
One resonant point was found at approximately 17 Hz (Page 28 of the Wyle test
report). The unit was then subjected to sine dwell vibration testing at this
frequency for 15 min at -20°F with no structural damage occurring.
Tangential sine sweep testing of TMU No. 1 at 70°F resulted in resonant points
at approximately 16 and 55 Hz (Page 32 of the Wyle test report). The unit then
passed sine dwell testing at these levels with no structural damage occurring.
Sine sweep testing of TMU No. 2 at 70°F resulted in one resonance point at
approximately 28 Hz (Page 40 of the Wyle test report). The unit then passed sine
dwell testing at these levels with no structural damage occurring.
TMU No. I was then conditioned overnight to 163°F. The next morning, the
unit was subjected to sine sweep testing in the tangential direction, with resonance
points found at approximately 14.5 and 43 Hz (Page 37 of the Wyle test report).
The TMU was then subjected to sine dwell testing at these resonance points, and no
structural damage to the TMU occurred. Results showed that resonant frequencies
decreased as temperatures increased. This is because the shock mounts became less
stiff at higher temperatures, causing larger TMU response amplitudes and more
time between peaks.
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When the TMU was removed from the conditioning chamber after the sine dwell
tests,it was not running. The TMU had stopped recording data when the heat
conditioning began. Upon cooling to ambient temperature, the unit was restarted.
Vibration testing per CTP-0097 was then halted to further investigatewhy unit
No. 1 shut down.
High-Temperature Failure Testing. In an effortto determine the TMU shutdown
temperature, both TMUs were placed in the conditioning chamber and then the
chamber was heated to 120"F. Because the TMU lids were left open, the modules
of each TMU may have been subjected to a more severe environment than the
railcar environment. Both units continued to run for 5 to 10 min at the chamber
temperature of 1200F. The temperature of the chamber was then increased to
1500F. After approximately 5 min, TMU No. 1 shutdown, while TMU No. 2
continued to run. Testing was then terminated to preclude further damage to the
TMUs, since it was evident that the units could not withstand the specified upper
temperature limit.
Further evaluation of the TMUs by QSI Corporation revealed that a bad
component within the TMUs caused the high-temperature TMU failure. QSI
Corporation changed the TMU components as explained in Section 6.2.1.
Truncated Data Failure. In addition to the high-temperature failure, approximately
1 percent of all TMU acceleration response data collected randomly during the Wyle
test was incomplete. The incomplete data were the result of a truncation error.
QSI Corporation determined that the truncation error was related to the TMU
software. QSI made software modifications to fLx the truncation errors, as explained
in Section 6.2.1.
Summary. As a result of the termination of testing (due to the mounting plate,
high-temperature shutdown, and data collection errors), the transportation testing
was incomplete. The functional and electromagnetic interference (EMI) tests were
not performed, and none of the objectives of CTP-0097 were adequately addressed
during the Wyle test. Further testing was planned.
6.2 TESTING AT UNISYS
This portion of testing was performed between 8 and 28 Nov 1989 at Unisys
Laboratories, Salt Lake City, Utah. A representative from Systems Loads and
Environments witnessed the majority of testing.
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Unisys prepared a test report which includes portions of the test procedures,
test logbooks, and test result plots for the qualification portion of testing. This
report is included as Appendix B. Section 6.2 summarizes the Unisys test report
and provides additional information and conclusions.
Test Criteria Changes Since Wyle Testinz. Prior to the Unisys testing, the following
changes were made to test plan CTP-0097 and to the TMU product specification
STW3-3662:
• Objective L was added to CTP-0097, which required the TMUs to be capable of
continuously running, under their own power source, for 17 days.
° Because NASA did not expect the TMUs to be subjected to EMI during the
shipping process, the EMI requirements of STW3-3662 were deleted.
• The test temperature limits were changed to meet the STW3-3662 requirements
of -30 ° to 153°F. The minimum and maximum temperature requirements were
adjusted to -40 ° tl0oF and 163 ° ±10°F.
• It was also determined that the dwell tests were significantly more harsh than the
railcar environment, and therefore the option to replace each shock mount after
each axis test was instated.
6.2.1 Test Article Description
The test article consisted of two TMUs: one TMU (S/N 5000007) was used for
qualification, and the other TMU (S/N 5000017) was used for engineering evaluation
to gather and reduce data during the test. The TMUs were assembled under the
requirements of drawing 8U76218.
The TMU mounting plate was again changed. The new mounting plate was
made from solid 0.250-in. thick steel.
The Unisys test facility provided the test fixture, reference/control
accelerometer, reference temperature sensor, response accelerometers, and associated
data acquisition systems. The TMUs were configured as shown in Figures 4
through 6.
QSI Corporation determined that the Wyle TMU test failures were related to
TMU software errors (data truncation error) and a TMU internal component failure
(high-temperature failure). QSI made improvements to the TMUs prior to the
Unisys testing. The QSI improvements are outlined in the memo, QDLM-2 Failure
Rev,s,oN DOCNO TWR-18782 Ivo,
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Analysis (Wyle Laboratories qualification testing), and the report, Failure Analysis of
TMUs No. 0006 and No. 0013, included as Appendices C and D, respectively.
6.2.3 Transportation Testing
Refer to Section 6.1.2.1 for information about transportation testing.
TMU Time Check Sequence Test. Prior to testing, a time check sequence was run
on each TMU. Both units were run continuously for 6 hr. Each TMU recorded at
the 0.5-hr and 6-hr intervals.
-40°F Testing. Both TMUs were placed inside the conditioning chamber and were
conditioned to approximately -40°F. Sine sweep vibrations were then applied in the
longitudinal axis (plots of longitudinal vibration testing at -40°F are shown in
Appendix B of the Unisys test report). Two resonant frequencies were found at
approximately 46 and 95 Hz. The units were then subjected to sine dwell vibration
testing at these frequencies (at -400F) for 15 rain with no structural damage
occurring. The TMUs were then subjected to shock spectra testing in the
longitudinal axis at -40°F. Both TMUs continued to run while subjected to the
shock tests.
Orientation of the TMUs was then changed for vibration testing in the
tangential axis (plots of tangential vibration testing at -400F are shown in
Appendix C of the Unisys test report). Both TMUs were conditioned to
approximately -40°F and were subjected to sine sweep vibrations in the tangential
axis. One resonant frequency was found at approximately 38 Hz. The units were
subjected to sine dwell vibration testing at this frequency for 15 min with no
structural damage occurring. The TMUs were then subjected to shock spectra
testing in the tangential axis at -40°F.
Upon removal of the conditioning chamber after the shock testing, the TMUs
were found to have shut down. The 17-day continuous-running requirement was not
met because the TMUs had only run for 14 days. TMU measured results show that
the battery voltage dropped below the required level and caused the TMUs to fail
approximately 18 hr into the cold conditioning period. Figure 7 shows the cold
temperature TMU failure on a time versus temperature plot. Thiokol concluded
that the alkaline batteries within the TMU could not provide the TMUs with
adequate voltage within a -40°F environment.
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It was determined that the TMUs would be restarted and testing would be
continued, provided that the TMUs were not subjected to cold environments for an
extended amount of time. New batterieswere installed,and the TMUs were started
again, beginning a new 17-day test.
70°F Testing. Prior to the ambient temperature testing,each of the TMU shock
mounts was replaced. Both TMUs were conditioned to approximately 70°F. Sine
sweep vibrationswere then applied in the tangential axis (plotsof tangential
vibrationtesting at 70°F are shown in Appendix D of the Unisys test report). Two
resonant frequencies were found at approximately 26 and 86 Hz. The units were
then subjected to sine dwell vibrationtesting at these frequencies (at 70°F) for
15 min with no structuraldamage occurring. The TMUs were then subjected to
shock spectra testing in the tangential axis at 70°F. Both TMUs continued to run
while subjected to the shock tests.
Orientation of the TMUs was then changed for vibration testing in the
longitudinalaxis (plotsof longitudinalvibrationtesting at 700F are shown in
Appendix E of the Unisys test report). Both TMUs were conditioned to
approximately 70°F and were subjected to sine sweep vibrations in the longitudinal
axis. One resonant frequency was found at approximately 35 Hz. The units were
subjected to sine dwell vibration testingat this frequency for 15 rnin with no
structuraldamage occurring. The TMUs were then subjected to shock spectra
testingin the longitudinal axis at 70°F. Both TMUs continued to run while
subjected to the shock tests.
163°F Tests. The TMUs were then conditioned to approximately 1630F for 4 hr.
Sine sweep vibrationswere then applied in the longitudinalaxis (plotsof
longitudinalvibration testing at 163°F are shown in Appendix F of the Unisys test
report). Three resonant frequencies were found at approximately 33.4,71, and
93 Hz. The units were then subjected to dwell vibration testing at these frequencies
(at 1630F) for 15 re_inwith no structural damage occurring. The TMUs were then
subjected to shock spectra testing at 163°F.
After the vibrationtesting in the longitudinalaxis,the conditioning shroud was
removed, and the TMUs were not running. TMU data revealed that both TMUs
shut down during the 4 hr of hot conditioning,prior to the actual vibration testing.
Figure 8 shows the TMU high-temperature failureon a time versus temperature
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plot. The applied temperature of 150°F caused an internal electronic failure in each
TMU. This failure caused each TMU to go into a continuous-triggering mode, filling
each TMU memory module. This failure was similar to the failure that occurred at
Wyle Laboratories during the first qualification test, indicating that the QSI internal
TMU improvement was not sufficient. Because the TMUs failed due to the heat
conditioning, qualification testing per CTP-0097 was terminated.
Summary. As a result of the termination of the qualification testing (due to the
high-temperature shutdown and data collection errors), the transportation testing
was incomplete. The functional tests were not performed, and none of the
objectives of CTP-0097 were adequately addressed during the Unisys test.
6.2.3.1 Conclusion. The results of this test support the conclusion that the
corrective actions taken by the vendor to eliminate high-temperature shutdowns
were ineffective.
6.2.4 Testing for Engineering Evaluation Only
On 6 Dec 1989, TMU testing at Unisys was restarted for engineering evaluation
only. The purpose of this testing was to determine the TMU vibration and
temperature measuring accuracy at a variety of temperatures.
The tests consisted of sine dwell and shock testing at a range of temperatures,
designed to simulate the transportation testing outlined in Section 6.1.2.1. The sine
dwells were applied at approximately 10 Hz and 1.5 g for approximately 1 min. The
shocks were half sine waves at approximately 2.0 g with a 0.08-sec duration. This
testing was conducted at the following temperatures, listed in the sequence that
they were tested: 130 °, 140 °, 150 °, 70 °, and -32°F.
Appendix E shows Unisys control input shock and dwell vibration plots, TMU
response data (tabular form), and percent error calculations. Calculations were made
using peak-to-peak values from the Unisys control input shock wave plots and the
TMU tabular response data. Two shocks were used (at each temperature
measurement) for the shock test comparison. Sine dwell plots were compared to the
TMU tabular data.
Shock Tests. Results of the calculations from the shock tests are shown in Table 3.
None of the TMU measured shock levels were within the specified tolerance of i 10
percent. Measured shock level errors decreased as temperatures increased.
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The shock pulse inputs at 130°F were above the TMU cutoff frequency of
30 Hz. These inputs were at 37 Hz and above, and the TMU internal 30-Hz band
pass filter eliminated all data above 30 Hz. This resulted in large differences
between the input and TMU measured levels, and gave negative percent errors.
Table 3. Shock Test Comparison--Shaker Table Control
Input Vibration Compared to TMU Measured Response Vibration
Temperature Shock No. 1 Shock No. 2 Average Error
(°F) Error (%) Error (%) (%)
-32 49.8 44.2 47.0
70 22.7 19.2 21.0
130 -8.7 -10.7 -9.7
140 11.9 13.2 12.5
150 7.1 16.6 11.8
The levels measured at 70 ° and 140°F indicate that the TMU would have had an
average error between 12.5 and 21 percent at 130°F, if the cutoff frequency had not
been exceeded.
Except for the testing at 130°F, the TMU measurement errors were positive.
The positive errors were a result of the TMUs measuring levels that were higher
than what was actually input to the accelerometers.
Sine Dwell Tests. Results of the calculations from the sine dwell tests are shown
in Table 4.
Table 4. Sine Dwell Vibration Comparison--Shaker Table
Control Input Vibration Compared to TMU Measured
Response Vibration
Temperature
(°F)
Sine Dwell No. 1
Error (%)
Sine Dwell No. 2
Error (%)
Average Error
(%)
-32 17.8 23.7 20.8
70 -2.9 -2.9 -2.9
130 -4.2 NA -4.2
140 -7.3 -7.7 -7.5
150 -12.9 -12.5 -12.7
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Sine dwell testing at 70 °, 130 °, and 140°F were the only temperatures that gave
results within the specified allowable ±10 percent error. These errors were -2.9,
-4.2, and -7.5 percent, respectively.
TMU measured responses for vibration testing at all other temperatures were
not within the specified allowable ±10 percent of the input vibrations.
TMU Measured Zero Drift. The TMU measurements from the -32°F series of tests
show a large zero drift to the positive side. Figure 9 shows that the TMU at rest
measured an approximately 0.5-g level at the low temperature. This condition was
determined to be unacceptable. Error calculations were performed with peak-to-peak
values, and were not affected by the drift error.
Sumnmry. Results from the additional engineering evaluation showed that the TMU
did not perform to the requirements of the following documents: STW3-3662, CDW2-
3454, TWR-17049 Rev A, nor the qualification testing of CTP-0097.
6.2.4.1 Conclusion. This test demonstrated that TMU vibration measurements are
not within specified tolerances, and that TMUs are temperature sensitive because of
decreased accuracy at high and low temperatures. Because the TMU measured
shock levels were higher than the input levels, it is likely that all TMU measured
shock levels are higher than what occurs at the accelerometers.
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APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Document No.
CDW2-3454
CPWl-3600
CTP-0097
DPD 400
SL-E-0002
SW-E-0002
STW3-3662
TWR-15723
TWR-17049
Rev A
SE-019-049-2H
Military
Standards
MIL-STD-45662
MIL-STD-461A
MIL-STD-462
Drawing No.
8U76218
Performance, Design, and Verification Requirements
Instrumentation Systems--Railcar Model Designator P77-0480
Prime Equipment Contract End Item (CEI) Detail Specifications
Transportation Monitor Unit Qualification Test Plan
Data Procurement Document
NSTS Specification, EMI Characteristics, Requirements for
Equipment
Space Shuttle GSE General Design Requirements
Transportation Monitor Unit Product Specification
Redesign D&V Plan
Transportation Monitoring System SRM Railcars
Solid Rocket Booster Vibration, Acoustic and Shock Design and
Test Criteria
Calibration System Requirements
Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics
EMI Test Procedures
Transportation Monitoring Unit--Kit
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TEST REPORT
W%",.E
LABORATORIES SCIENTIFIC SERVICES & SYSTEMS GROUP
WESTERNOPERATIONS, NORCO FACILITY
MORTON THIOKOL, INC.
Space Operations
Highway 83
Brigham City, Utah 84302-0707
53976REPORT NO.
OURJOBNO DE 53976
NAS8-30490
CONTRACT
9MG021
YOUR P. O. NO.
72 - Page Report
DATE 26 June 1989
This is to certify that the enclosed test data sheets contain true and correct data
obtained in the performance of the test program as set forth in your purchase order.
Test methods, results, and equipment used are recorded on these data sheets.
Where applicable, instrumentation used in obtaining this data has been calibrated using
standards which are traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.
S_:
Two SRM Segment Transportation Monitoring Units, Prototype, Units 1 and 2, were submitted
for test in accordance with Morton Thiokol Document No. CTP-0097, Revision B, dated 12
January 1989. The specimens completed shock testing in the longitudinal axis at -20 and
+70F, and transportation vibration as recorded on the test data sheets. As documented in
Notice of Deviation No. I, Test Unit No. 1 suffered structural damage during ambient
temperature transportation dwell test at the first mode. During the high temperature
transportation vibration test, both specimens stopped functioning at approximately +ISOF.
At the direction of Morton Thiokol, testing was discontinued. (See Notice of Deviation
No. 2.) Test setup is shown in Photograph i, and the broken mounting plate of Test Unit
No. 1 is shown in Photograph 2.
STATE OF CALIFORNIA "i
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE fss"
W. D. Peters , being duly sworn,
deposes and says: That the information contained in this report is the result of
complete and carefully conducted tests and is tO the best of his knowledge true
and correct in all respects.
J
o,o,o June..9
in and for the C6uuntyof Rivers_e, State of California
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Examination: Visual, for evidence of damage, poor workmanship, or other defects, and completeness of identification.
Inspection Results: There was no visible evidence of damage to the specimens unless noted below.
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TO:
NOTICE OF DEVIATION
MORTON THIOKOL: INC.
WYLE JOB NO. P-_-_ _ 76
1
NOD t:O.
PO NO. 9MG021
10 March 19b{9
DATE
GOV'T. CONT. NO. NA5 8- 30490
_Q
ATTN: Mi les Brown
PART NAME Transportation Monitoring Unit
PART NO.
TEST:
Prototype S'_A_NO. Test Unit No. 1
Transportation Vibration, embient temperature_ longitudinal axis
SPECIFICATION MTI Doc. CTP-0097, Rcv, B PARAGRAPHNO.
NOTIFIED CUSTOMER: £.harl ie Mnndal 1 DATE: 7 March 1989
8.2
VIA: In person
NOTIFIED DCAS-QAR: Not requi red DATE:
SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:
Subject specimens to transportation vibration test.
Visually inspect test specimens for physical damage.
DATE OF DEVIATION: 6 March 1989
TYPE OF DEVIATION: Specimen anomaly
DESCRIPTION OF DEVIATION:
During ambient temperature transportation vibration
resonance dwell test at first mode (14.5 Hz, 1.2g
input) resonance,structural damage was noted on the
test specimen. The bottom mounting plate was frac-
tured, and several mounting screws came loose.
SPECIMEN DISPOSITION: Test was d i scont i nued.
COMMENTS - RECOMMENDATIONS:
DISTRIBUTION:
ORIGINAL: DEPARTMENT
_L._COPIES: CUSTOMER
I COPY : DEPARTMENT
1 COPY : QUALITY CONTROL
1 COPY : CONTRACTS
__COPIES: DCAS-QAR
TEST WITNESS:
REPRESENTING
WL-ID9A QC FORM APPROVAL
ccA.  
TEST ENGINEER -- "
• j/3_. _An- de,r_on
TO:
NOTICE OF
MORTON THIOKOL, INC.
DEVIATION
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WYLE JOB NO. D E q 39 76
NOD NO. Z
PC NO. 9MG02 1
DATE 6 Apri 1 1989
GOV'T. CONT. NO. NAS8- 30490
ATT N: Miles Brown, Purchasing
PART NAME Transportation Monitoring Unit
PART NO.
TEST:
Prototype SERIALNO. Units 1 and 2
Transportation Vibration, +163F
SPECIFICATION
NOTIFIED CUSTOMER:
NOTIFIED DCAS-QAR:
MTI QTP CTP-O097
Charlie Mondale
PARAGRAPH NO. 8.2
DATE:5 April 1989
Not requ i red DATE:
VIA: In person
SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:
Subject test specimen to transportation vibration
test at 163F. Specimen shall remain functional
during test.
DATE OF DEVIATION:
TYPE OF DEVIATION:
DESCRIPTION OF DEVIATION:
5 April 1989
Specimen anoma]y
Both test specimens stopped functioning at
approximately +150F temperature.
SPEOIMENDISPOSITION: Test was discontinued.
COMMENTS-RECOMMENDATIONS:
DISTRIBUTION:
RIGINAL: DEPARTMENT
COPIES: CUSTOMER
1 COPY : OEPARTMENT
I COPY : OUALITY CONTROL
1 COPY : CONTRACTS
___COPIES: DCAS*OAR
TEST WITNESS:
REPRESENTING
WL-109A QC FORM APPROVAL
c_c
TEST ENGINEER
C. C. Lee /
DEPT MAN AGE I:_--__/_j_zj
QUALITY ASSURANCE _ - ,' .._4,,_"/_,---'--
J" _l Graper /
,j
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
ORIGINAL PAGE
BLACK AND_ ..WHIT.E PHO [OGRAPrl
Report No.
Page No.
53976
71
PHOTOGRAPH i
TRANSPORTATION VIBRATION TEST SETUP
LONGITUDINAL AXIS (Typical)
BLACK
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
ORIGINAL PAGE"
AND WHiTF_, Pt-_U.iPGRA_'_rj
53976
72
?
PHOTOGRAPH 2
BROK_ MOUNTING PLATE ON TEST UNIT NO. 1
(Reference Notice of Deviation No. i)
_'_ CORPORATION
SPA CE OPERA TIONS
AJPPF_N-DIX B
Unisys Final Test Report for Qualification Testing
of Thiokol's Transportation Monitoring Unit
REVISION
90467-1.25
ooc _o TWR- 18782
SEC
J PAGE
I vot
B1

UNISYS
FINALTESTREPORT
FOR
qUALIFICATIOtlTESTING
OF
THIOKOL'S
TRANSPORTATIONMONITORING UNIT
UNISYS FINAL TEST REPORT
QUALIFICATION TESTING ON THIOKOLIS
TRANSPORTATION MONITORING UNIT
ENVIRONMENTAL LAB NANAGER
H. VARD LEANY
TEST ENGINEER
UNI SYS QUALI(T_F ASSURANCE
BRAD GALLON
TABLEOFCONTENTS
1.0 INTRODUCTION..........................
2.0 DETAILED TEST LOGS .......................
2.1 FACILITY LOG ..........................
2.2 DAILY ACTIVITY LOG UNISYS QUALITY ASSURANCE ...........
3.0 TEST RESULTS ..........................
3.1 ADDITIONAL TNU TESTING .....................
4
4
5
7
14
14
APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
APPENDIX B
APPENDIX C
APPENDIX D
APPENDIX E
APPENDIX F
TRANSPORTATION MONITORING UNIT SYSTEM TEST
PROCEDURE STP-360-A
UNISYS CONTROL AND RESPONSE DATA FROM LONGITUDIAL
AXIS TRANSPORTATION TEST (-40°F ± IO*F)
UNISYS CONTROL AND RESPONSE DATA FROM TANGENTIAL
AXIS TRANSPORTATION TEST (-40°F ± tO°F)
UNISYS CONTROL AND RESPONSE DATA FROM TANGENTIAL
AXIS TRANSPORTATION TEST (-70°F ± IO'F)
UNISYS CONTROL AND RESPONSE DATA FROM LONGITUDIAL
AXIS TRANSPORTATION TEST {-70°F ± tO°F)
UNISYS CONTROL AND RESPONSE DATA FROM LONGITUDIAL
AXIS TRANSPORTATION TEST [-163°F % IO°F)
AI - A6
B1 - B11
C1 - C11
D1 - D13
El - E12
F1 - F13
1.0 I_TION
Qualification testing of the Thiokol Transportation Monitoring Units (TMU) was started
on November 8, 1989. The testing was conducted in accordance with Thiokols document
CFP-O097 Rev. D. A detailed test procedure was written by Unisys Corp. STP-360 Rev. A.
The TMU's were started on November 8, 1989 to begin the required non-stop operation of
17 days running time. Due to fixturing problems and facility scheduling problems the
actual shaking of the TMU's didn't start until November 20, 1989.
The testing was observed by a Thiokol Engineer at all times during the testing
procedure.
The Qualification testing was set up to be conducted in two parts. The first part was
a transportation test, to determine if the TMU System would withstand the intended
environment. The second part was a functional test to determine the accuracy of the
T_ System. The second part of the test was never conducted due to the system failures
described in Section 3.0.
2.0 DETAILED TEST LOGS
There are two test logs which were kept during the qualification testing of the Thiokol
transportation monitoring units. The first is a facility log kept by the test engineer
of all the activity that occurred on the shaker. The second test log was kept by the
Thiokol engineering representative of all activities that occurred during the entire
test procedures. This second log was also used by Unisys Quality assurance to ensure
that all the activities accomplished by Unisys were according to Thiokol's (TP-OO97-1).
2.1 FACILITY LOG
2.2 DAILY ACTIVITY LOG UNISYS QUALITY ASSURANCE
2.1
FACILITYLOG
UD1-981t_ •
FACILITY:
C-200
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA SHEET
ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY -- DEPT. 9253
A.O. ENV. TECH.
EN_INI_JI OR 9.c.
TECHNICIAN
TRANSPORTAT
UNIT TITLi_
ION MONITOR UNIT
PMQNE
PHON|
I
_;_mT 7, 17 l?Ty"
TEST rW=HED.
ITr_T COMPMETED
TEST RIF,MOVF,,D
TOTA_I UTI_rlZATION
TEST
SPEC.
PAL
INSTRUCTIONS
TO
OPERATOR
TEST TO TEItMINATE: IIY:
TEMPERATURE/VIBRATION
ENVIRONMENTAL
LABORATORY
SUPERVISORS
APPROVAL
SIGNATURE
DATE
DATE TIME
11:17 10:0(
CHIIIONOLOGICAL IIECOiIO OF TEST
Began mounting TMU on Vib. fixture in the Longitudinal Axis
INITIALS
|PRINT|
HVL
13:_ Finished mounting TMU on Vib. fixture HVL
14:3C Sealed shroud over TMU HVL
11:20 6:4( Began conditioning TMU to -40F HVL
12:5_ Raised shroud to install response accel, and verify operation of TMU HVL
15:2q Began Sine Sweep Test (5-2000-5 Hz) HVL
15:53 Began Res. Dwell at 46 Hz to 54 Hz
16:1J Began R_s. Dwell at 95 Hz
19:3_ Performed shock test per specified spectra (5 shocks)
20:3( Raised shroud, returned TMU to room temp.
11:21 7:1_ Began to change TMU from longitudinal to Lateral Axis
9:3_ Began conditioning TMU to -40°F in the Lateral Axis
14:1E Began Sine Sweep Test (5-2000-5 Hz)
14:4] Began Res Dwell at 38 Hz
15:0C Performed shock test per specified spectra (5 shocks)
17:2J Raised shroud, returned TMU to Ambient Temp.
11:22 9:5_ Finished changing shock mounts
10:03 Began Sine Sweep Test (5-2000-5 Hz) 70OF Lat. Axis
10:41 Began Sine Dwell at 26 Hz
11:01 Began Sine Dwell at 86 Hz
13iOI Performed shock test per specified spectra (5 shocks)
I HVL __
HVL
HVL
HVL
HVL
HVL
HVL
HVL
HVL
HVL
HVL
HVL
HVL
HVL
HVL
COGNIZANT ENGINEER
VERIFIED & RELEASED rf:
Q.C. OR PROGRESS
6
2.2
DAILY ACTIVITY LOG
UNISYS QUALITY ASSURANCE
QUALIFICATIONTESTLOGFOR
TNU'S07 AND #17
IN ACCORDANCE WITH CTP-O097.
#7 Qualification Unit
#17 Thiokol Engineering Evaluation Unit
Memory Nod I 2
TMU #7 0000004 0000024
TMU #17 0000O13 0OO0021
Date Time
11-8-89 11:20
11-8-89 11:30
11:37
11:44
11:57
12:00
- Memory module check - Ok
- Battery check of TMU #7 & #17.
- All packs measured 9.37 volts.
System self check on #7 Ok
System self check on #17 Ok
Started both TMU's (#7 & #17)
3 minute timed event.
11-9-89
R.S. Bergen Unisys Quality Assurance
Phone - 594-7614
12:00
13:00
-Observed recorder red light (#1 Recorder)
Illuminate for approxi.tely 11 seconds l,,I_, l
on both S/N 0007 and S/N 0017 of QDLM-2
Acceleration Monitor System.
Moved #17 to shake table for fitting. I - v
11-10-89
11-10-89
11-10-89
11-10-89
14:45 -
11:59:54 -
14:36 -
15:12 -
Returned #17 back to lab table
6-hour timed event occurred:
Observed recorder red light (#1 recorder) lUllS I
Illuminated for approximately I0 seconds I _ I
on both S/NO-O07 and S/N0017 of QDLM-2
Acceleration Monitoring System.
Moved Box 0017 to test fixture
Replaced Box 0017.
11-13-89
11-13-89
11:59 - Observed recorder #1 red light illuminate for S/N 0007 only of
QOLM-2 acceleration monitoring system.S/N 0017 was turned off
1158 for removal of recording modules (#1000013 #2 & 21.
Replace original modules with recorder #1S/N 000014 and lUN1_YS[
recorder #2 S/NOO(X)35. Started unit #0017 at 1202. Al._s_ I
TEST CONTINUING
15:14 - Checking and sealing trigger channels on both
boxes also sealing temperature channels CFH.
11-14-89 11:58:41 - Observed recorder #1 red light illuminate for
approximately 10 seconds for QDLM-2- Acceleration _s-]
monitoring system S/N 0007. _ 15_
I rIN_/S/N0017 Recorder #1 Red light Illuminated and then T_L.Z_____I
extinguished at 12:01:30. _///_/_-- ....
Test Continuing 8 //_/'_
11-14-89
11-15-89
11-16-89
11-17-89
11-20-89
12:45 -
13:10 -
11:57:35 -
12:03:10 -
TEST
11:57.05 -
12:02:38 -
TEST
10:00:00 -
13:39:00 -
14:30 -
06:45 -
12:59 -
14:10 -
15:20 -
15:38 -
15:51 -
Moved TMU's to check fixture to ensure proper set up
Moved TMU's back to table in safe while fixturing
was being completed.
Observed recorder #1 Red Light illuminate for
approximately 11 seconds for QDLM-2 acceleration
monitor system S/NO007.
Observed recorder #I Red Light illuminate for
approximately 10 seconds for QDLM-2 Acceleration
Monitor System SIN 0017.
CONTINUING:
Observed Recorder #I Red Light illuminate for
approximately I0 seconds for QDLM-2 acceleration
monitor system S/N 0007.
Observed Recorder #1 Red Light Illuminated for
approximately 11 seconds for QDLM-2 acceleration
monitor system S/N 0017.
CONTINUING:
Started to mount hardware on shaker this movement and
operation may cause, some non-real events.
Finished installation of TMU';s 0017, 0007 to shaker. CFM
Disregard any events on 11-16-89 between 10:00:00 -
13:39:00.
Sealed UUTS within shroud. _
Shroud put into conditioning stable around -35".
Unsealed shroud and verified operation of both unitss._
Total out-of-condition period 25:50 min/sec, make u
conditioning shall be 45 minutes.
Longitudinal transportation test -40°F _+IO'F.
Conditioning tone made up. CFM
Longitudinal Sine Sweep -40"F.
Starting Longitudinal cold Sine Sweep -40"F
Resonant frequencies - 46 Hz 95 Hz
Completed Sine Sweep
Longitudinal cold dwells -40"F
Started 1st Sine Dwell 46 Hz hold for 15 min.
2 min. 46 Sec. Chased Peak to 54 Hz.
2.5 G's to 2.7 G's. .015 Disp.
11-21-89
16:13
19:39 -
20:16:38 -
20:20:53 -
20:25:03 -
20:29:07 -
20:30:00 -
07:19 -
08:40:00 -
08:48:00 -
08:51:00 -
08:59:00 -
09:20:00 -
09:35:00 -
10:00
Started 2nd Sine Dwell 95 Hz Hold for 15.
2.5 G .0055 Disp.
Longitudinal Shocks -40"F
Preformed shock No. 1 CFM
Preformed Shock No.2. CFM
3rd Shock CFM
4th Shock CFM
5th Shock CFM
Lifted shroud and verified TMU operation. Both
TNU's still operating shutting down for the evening. CFM
- Reviewed test data obtained on 11/20 with the
electrical engineer that performed the tests.
Verified that the test data correlate with the
requirements of the test procedure.
Started moving into tangential axis. Disregard any
events until operation is completed. CFM
Stopped box 0017 to look at data. CFM
Started Box 0017 QSTH - new memory
Modules 007 - Slot I 0038 - Slot 2 CFM
3 Minute Event occurred. CFM
Completed Axis turn system now in Tangential Axis. CFM
Pictures of Tangential setup
Conditioning started. Tangential Axis cold -40
TANGENTIAL AXIS TRANSPORTATION TEST -40"F _ IO'F.
TANGENTIAL AXIS SINE SWEEP -40°F
14:18 - Started Tangential Sine Sweep (cold)
14:39 - Completed Sine Sweep 5-2000-5
38 Hz, 4.8 G's = DA = .07
14:41:00 - Started 38 Hz Resonance Dwell 4.8 G's .07 Disp.
10
11-22-89
11-22-89
14:56:00 - End Dwell. Only one resonant point Dwelled.
15:00 - Started First Shock - Tangential Axis (cold)
15:05 - Started Second Shock
15:09 - Third Shock
15:13 - Fourth Shock
15:17 - Fifth Shock
08:30 - The test data obtained on 11-20-89 was
re-reviewed by the Unisys Electrical
engineers that performed the testing.
It was determined that the Shock
Spectra Tests were performed to the
wrong tolerances. The actual tolerance
was +40% to -30% and should have been
+40% to -20%. This testing error
occurred while the TMU's were in the
longitudinal axis, at-40"F. This test __ __
will be repeated and documented by test
data to verify implementation of the
correct test tolerance.
O8:3O - Qualification TMU #0007 shut down over
night due to low batteries. This is a
failure of the Qualification test
because the TMU only ran for 14 days,
and not the required 17 days. Thiokol
Corporation informed NASA and it was
agreed to restart TMU #0007 and
continue testing. CFM
11-22-89 09:20
- TMU #7 Qualification Unit was restarted
with Unisys QA to Verify. New Memory
Mod 7 2
TMU #7 (XX)(X)13 000(021
New batteries checked out OK. Both at
9.37V. System self check - OK. Light
flashing every 5 seconds.
Observed recorder red light i I luminate _ __
for II seconds on TMU S/N 7 upon
restart after battery replacement
TMU Transportation Test Tangential Axis
70"F ± IO'F.
TANGENTIAL AXIS SINE SWEEP - 70"F
II
11-27-89
10:07
10:30
10:43
10:58
11:01
11:16
13:08
13:11
13:22
13:27
13:32
14:00
08:30
10:20
10:38
11:02
11:05
11:20
11:21
- Started sine sweep in the lateral axis
(or Tangential). 70"F.
TANGENTIAL AXIS SINE DWELLS - 70"F
- Completed Sine Sweep 5-2000-5.
- Started 26 Hz Resonance Dwell 16G's = DA = 4 inch.
- Completed 25 Hz Dwell.
- Started 86 Hz Resonance Dwell 3.5G = DA = >o
- Completed 86 Hz REsonance Dwell.
Tangential Axis Shocks 70"F
- Started first shock
- Second Shock
- Third Shock
- Fourth Shock
- Fifth Shock
- Observed both TMU's to verify LEDs _'__flashing at 5 second interval and
sealed the shroud for the weekend.
- Removed seals from shroud and verified
both LEDs flashing at 5 second ___intervals. Unisys Electrical Engineers
began changing TMUs to the longitudinal
axis for testing at +70*F.
- Finished Rotation of test article
preparing the longitudinal Sine Sweep.
TMU Longitudinal Transportation Test
+70"F ± IO'F.
Longitudinal Sine Sweep - 70"F
- Started Sine Sweep - 5-2000-5 Hz
- Finished Sine Sweep - I REsonance 35 Hz.
6.5 G's at 39 Hz approximately .085 Disp.
- Started Dwell at 39 Hz.
- Finished Dwell
- CK Both TMU's all OK.
Longitudinal Shocks - 70"F
12
11-28-89
11:35
11:40
11:46
11:49
11:54
11:57
08:00
09:53
10:34
10:49
10:56
11:11
11:26
11:28
11:32
11:35
11:39
11:45
- First Shock
- Second Shock
- Third Shock
- Fourth Shock
- Fifth Shock
- Finished longitudinal Ambient
Transportation phase, insufficient time
to condition and test today.
- Checked TMU's both operational, have
been in condition for 2 I12 hours at
+163"F +_IO'F will start test about
9:30:00. _ __Verified the above statement.
TMU LONGITUDINAL TRANSPORTATION TEST 163"F _+ 10"
LONGITUDINAL SINE SWEEP 163"F
- Started Sine Sweep 5-2000-5
Resonances 33.4 Hz 71 Hz 7
- 33.4 Hz Sine Dwell started .067 Disp.
- Finished Sine Dwell at 33.4 Hz
Longitudinal Sine Dwells 163"F
- Started 71 Hz Dwell 3.2G's = .0125 Disp.
- Started 93 Hz Dwell - 3.2G's = .0077 Disp.
Longitudinal Shocks 163"F
- First Shock
- Second Shock
- Third Shock
- Fourth Shock
- Fifth Shock
- The Shroud was raised and it was _ __
determined that both units failed. All
memory modules were removed for the
purpose of examination.
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3.0 TEST RESULTS
The qualification testing that was conducted by Unisys on the Thiokol TMU system
was not completed due to the two system failures which occurred during the
testing.
The first failure occurred when TMU #0007 shutdown on November 22, 1989. The CTP-
0097-D required that the TMU System run for 17 days of continuous operation. The
shut down of the TMU occurred after only 14 days of operation. The cause of the
shut down was low battery voltage, this was determined by the Thiokol Engineering
Representative. Thiokol decided to restart the 17 day test and continue on with
the testing of the TMU system.
The second failure occurred during the Longitudinal transportation testing at
160"F ± IO'F. This testing was conducted on November 28, 1989. After the testing
was completed the environmental shroud was raised and both TMU units had stopped
running.
The qualification testing was concluded at this point. The control and response
data from all the testing conducted on the transportation monitoring units are
located in appendices B through F.
3.1 ADDITIONAL 11qU TESTING
Thiokol Corporation requested that some additional testing be conducted to
determine the accuracy of the TMU system at a variety of temperatures.
Two tests were conducted at five different temperature levels. The tests
consisted of a 10 Hz Sine Dwell at 1.5G's and a series of low level shocks. These
two tests were conducted at the following temperatures: -30", 70°F, 130°F 140°F
AND 150"F.
This additional testing was not part of the qualification testing. The only
requirement for Unisys was to conduct the required tests and provide Thiokol with
the control data. This test data was given to the Thiokol Engineering
Representative that was present during the testing.
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TRANSPORTATION MONITORING
UNIT
TEST PROCEDURE
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Ravtmton: A
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TEST PROCEDORE
Prepared By: W. R. Cooper 11/14/89
b'_.anclmr dm Engln_r Ing
Approved By: R. C. Nybo 11/14/89
Manager StandardG Englneeclng
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STP-360
Revision: A
The two transportation monitor units (TMU) serial number 7, qualification
unit, and serial nulkber 17, engineering control unit, shill be |n_bJected to
the following test procedures. The qualification unit shill be operated
continuously for 17 days. The engineering evaluation unit can be stopped and
started as directed by Thlokol personnel. During this Period of operation the
TMU'I Rhall be subjected to the following sequence of te_ting per the
following procedures. Thiokol's TRANSPORTATION MONITOR QUALIFICATION TEST
PLAN, CTP-O0@7 REVISION C, shill be used for definition of te_c axes, test
conditions, and test durations.
I. The MD C200 vibration BTI_Um shill be set for te_tlng of the TMU, in the
horlzonal axis. The test oquipmant shall set up and checked out per
Unlrfs Standard Laboratory Procedure (USLP) E-200, Sinusoidal Vibrition
Teltlng; General Procedure and USLP E-300 Shock Terting; Generil
Procedure.
2. Instill the TMU's for testing in the longitudinal axis and condition for
four hours at -40 +/- I0 "F.
3. Perform sine sweep test per requirements of CTP-OO97C, Table II.
4. Perform sine dwell test per requirements of CTP-OOgTC, Table II.
5. Perform shock test per the requirements of CTP-O097C, Table II.
6. (3_ange shock mounts and rotate TMU's to the lateral axis and recondition
at cold condition for 1.5 hours for aach hour or part of an hour the
temperature wam akx_e -30 'wF during the axes change but not longer than
four hours.
7. Repeat step 3.
8. Repeat mtap 4°
9. Repeat step 5.
10. Change shock mounts leaving TMU's in the lateral axis and condition at
70 +/- 10 °F for four hours.
11. Repeat step 3.
12. Repeat step 4o
13o Repeat step 5.
14. Change shock mounts and rotate TMU'B to the longitudinal axis while
maintaining the 70 +/- 10 _F temperature.
A2
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15. Repeat step 3.
16. Repeat step 4.
17. Repeat step 5.
18. C_%ange shock mounts leaving TMU's in the longitudinal axis and condition
for four hours at 163 ÷/- I0 mF.
19. l_[_eat step 3.
20. Repeat step 4.
21. l_l_at slap 6.
22. (_ange shock lOUntS and rotatm TMU'a to the lataral axis and recondition
at hot condition for 1.5 hours for each hour or part of an hour the
temperature was below 153 "F during the axes change but not longer than
four hours.
23. Repeat 8tap 3.
24. Repeat step 41.
25. Repeat stap 5.
26. The 14D C200 vibration systam shall be set for testing of the TMU, in the
,,,IL'_.ICAIawll. The test @q_.ll_t rod%all let Up and checked out per
Unlsys Standard Taboratory Procedure (USLP) E-200, SlnusoIAnl Vibration
Tasting; General Procedure and USLP E-300 Shock Testing; General
Pr_ura.
27. Inltall the TMU'm with new lhock mounts for tasting in the vertical axis
condition for four hours at -40 +/- 10 "F.
28. Repeat step 3.
29. Repeat L_cep 4.
30. Repeat step 5.
31. Change shock mounts leaving TMU's in the vertical axis and condition at
70 +/- iO "F for four hours.
32. Repeat step 3.
33. Repeat step 4.
34. Repeat step 5.
A3
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38. Change shock mounts leaving T_J's in the vertical axis and condition for
four hours at 163 +/- 10 "F.
36. Repeat step 3.
37. Repeat step 4.
38. Repeat step S.
39. The _ CIO vibration sylte_ shall be mot for testing of the T_d
accelerommters, in the vertical axis. The tier oquIpaRnt nil set up
and checlmd out per Unlsys Standard Laboratory Procedure (USLP) E-IO0,
Random Vibratlun Testing; General Procedure and USLP E-300 Shock
Tasting; General Procedure.
40. Mount the acceler_tars so the vertical accelerometers are in the
vertical axis. Condition the accelerometers and TMU's for four hours at
-40 +/- 10 eF.
&l. Perform the functional teft sequence CTP-OO97C Figure 4.
42. (3_ange the accelerometers so the lateral accelerometers are in the
vertical axis and recondition at cold condition for 1.5 hours for each
hour or Pert of an hour the temperature was above -30 "F during the axis
change but not longer than four hours.
43. Repeat step 41.
A4. Change the accelerooeters so the longitudinal accelerometers ere in the
vertical axis and recondition at cold condition for 1.5 hours for each
hour or pert of an hour the teIporature was above -30 "F during the axis
_ge but not longer than four hours.
aS. Repeat step 41.
46. Mount the accelero_ters so the vertical accelerometers are in the
vertical axis. Condition the accelerometers and TMU's for four hours at
70 +/- 10 "F.
47. Perform the functional test sequence CTP-OO97C Figure 4.
48. C_ange the occeleromoters so the lateral accelerometers are in the
vertical axis while maintaining 70 °/- 10 oF temperature.
49. Repeat step 47.
SO. Olange the accelero-_ters so the longitudinal accelerometers are in the
vertical axis while maintaining 70 +/- 10 =F temperature.
A4
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Repeat step 47.
Mount the accelerometers so the vertical accelerom=ters are in the
vertical uis. Condition the accelerometers and _4U'e for tour hours at
163 +/- 10 _F.
Perform the functional taut sequence C_P-0097C Figure 4.
Change the accaleroeaters so the lateral acceleromaters are in the
vertical axis and reconditlon at hot condition for 1.5 hour= for each
or part of an hour the t_ratu_e wu below 153 "F during the axis
change but not longer than four hours.
Repeat step .63.
_%mnge the acceleromJtere so the longitudinal accelem_mmtmrs are in the
vertical axis and recondition at hot condition for 1.5 hours for each
hour or part of an hour the temperature was below 153 "F during the axis
change but not longer than tour hours.
Rel_at stap 53.
Aftmr TMU functional test d_te has been reduced from qualification unit
serial number 7 by Thlokol as witnessed by Unlsys, the following date
points per CTP-OO97C figure 4 shall be verified for qualification.
a. During quiet perlo_ the _ did not trigger.
b. During low frequmncy 0.2 g shocks the TMU did not trigger.
c. During low fre_Nmnc_ 2.0 g shocks the Tt_J did trigger on each event
and recorded imvel was within +/- 10% of the control accalerometer.
d. During high frequency 20.0 g shocks *,.he _ did not trigger.
e. During the 0.17 grins ran4_m vibration the TMU did not trigger.
During the 0.55 grms random vibration the TMU did trigger on each
event and recorded level was within +/- 10% of the control
accelerom_ter.
g. During disconnection of an accelerometer channel only one triggered
event occurred.
h. During testing all TMU recorded temperatures were within +/-5 "F of
actual test conditions.
i. TMU serial number 7 fumctioned continuously for a minimum of 17 days.
REVISION
A
REVISION RECORD
DESCRIPTION OF C_h%NGE
_uu_ged steps 2, 27, and dO temperatures
Prom: -30 "F maximum to -40 °F minimum.
To: -40 +/- 10 °F.
Changed _ps 18, 35, and 52 temperatures
Prom: 153 °F minimum to 163 "F maximum.
To: 163 +/- i0 °F.
STP-360
Ravision: A
DATE
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APPENDIX C
UNISYS CONTROL AND RESPONSE DATA FROM
TANGENTIAL AXIS TRANSPORTATION TEST
(-40"F _ IO'F)
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APPENDIX D
UNISYS CONTROL AND RESPONSE DATA FROM
TANGENTIAL AXIS TRANSPORTATION TEST
(70"F _+ 10"F)
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APPENDIX E
UNISYS CONTROL AND RESPONSE DATA FROM
LONGITUDIAL AXIS TRANSPORTATION TEST
(70"F ± IO'F)
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APPENDIX C
QSI Corporation Memo, QDLM-2 Failure Analysis
(Wyle Laboratories qualification testing), dated 19 Jun 1989
REVISION
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Mr. Miles Brown :¢S-_C:D
Mor==n Z_ic_ci, :no.
Sgace Dperauions
_.a. Box 707
Brigham ,21:7, UT 34_02-,]7_7
• Re: _D_-: Fazlure Anal-isis (W?le La= .-ualificatlcn tas:ingj
Dear Miles:
The problems with _he two QD_I units au Wy!e Laboratories can he
broken down into two di_fmrent types of failures. The flrsu, and
far worse type of failure, was the shutdown of *--he _D_ at
approxima:e!y 160"F. The second type of fai!urm was t_e
occurrence of t.--uncatmd events in the recorded data. I will
discuss this failure _irst.
Both boxes under test at Wyle showed ocoaslonal t_ancation
errors. Th&s £_ilurm was caused by a so_t=_ar_ error and means
that par=s of the data recorded durlng an ac=e!ermuion event were
lose or corrapted. The problem is not new, but up until a few
weeks ago, QSI was ulnabie to reproduce the failure in the
laborato_l making a rmpid solution problema=ic. Although the
error is software induced, it is possibim =hat the vibration or -
temperature environmen_ during testing exacerbated the existing
condition. We now have discovermd ways of forcing the failure
and are converging on a solution to this failure mode.
The truncation error phenomenon, while chronio and undesirable,
DOES NOT impugn the reliaDillt? of any data not indicated as
'truncated' by the DDR software. In other words, if the DDR
software does not notify the user that an event is truncated,
then the data in that event is reliable. The result of this
malfunction is isolated to causing events marked as 'tz%tncated'.
Trdncatad even=s usually represent a very small par_ of the total
data qathered in a In/n, so this type of error will not af_ec_ the
reliability of the majority of data gathered by the QD_-2. This
problem should be corrected within the next two weeks. I will
keep you informed of our progress in this area.
Premature shutdown of one of the QD_ units was a far worse
_ailure in that it te.--_inates the ability of the QDLM to gather
any data at all. This failure, while serious, was traced to a
simple cause. One of the logic ICe on the CI_C board had a
temperature sensitive fai _
_u._ mode wDich allowed it to operate
properly below about 160"F, however, it would fail at higher
tempermtures. The IC was replaced and the board now func=ions
correczly up to 185'F. I have tested bo_h the QDLM unitz, whic_
ORIGfNAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Bcnh unizs
We io nc_ expecz this t'.,'peof pr.-niem no occur in the fu-ure
because all the _..._.__. bcarzs in -..._ %DL/._ /nits _r __ burne_ in at
13_='F _nc ar _- tasza= -z ?raven- marg'_nal cnlzs from maklnq '_-__
__h__ field. On vet-:, r_r _- :czasicns -._._.uqr.,an _C may maJ_e tt
t._.rzu_n the ba_:ar-f of =as_s on.z_'"-.o ........_ai _ _- -_ field. While
t_'o_'_ is r__ali'f nc way zc _solu_eiv. %-aar__n--2e -._.az nc ..'_a :;iii
fail in the -'laid, the his_-_rlca! r_._am.1..: of YC3, a._t__r burn
in, is ve_- _cou. We do ..c. axDec-. :_ _ fa'__ur2 mc_e t_ bec-_me
an ongoing conc_-rn.
hcp_ this _Ives "you wha_ you need. _f ycu have any quesnlons,
please - _"
Sincsr_!'f_
QSI CORPORATION
Jo_n J. Coffey
Project Engineer
_'_ CORPORA ?'ION
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QSI Corporation Report, Failure Analysis of TMUs
No. 006 and 0013, dated 4 Oct 1989
REVISION
90467-1.27
ooc No TWR- 18782 t vo_
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CORPORATION
October 4, 1989
Mr. Miles Brown
Thiokol Corporation
Space Operations
MS T44
PO Box 707
Brigham City, UT 84302
Dear Miles:
Enclosed with this letter is a Failure Analysis report prepared
by John Coffey, concerning TMU units #0006 and #0013.
As the report indicates, TMU #0006 contained a metal flake which
shorted channel i0, but the unit was otherwise functional. This
short must have occurred after the unit shipped from QSI, since
it passed its acceptance tests. TMU #0013 operated as required,
and all data errors can be explained by improper application and
installation.
We have spent approximately 750 man-hours this year, without any
compensation, trying to find "failures" in these TMUs. We have
located and fixed a couple of software problems (related to the
truncated events), but to the best of our knowledge the most
recent software we have been installing (Version 1.4) has no bugs
or problems whatsoever.
For future reference, we will continue to be willing to analyze
any suspicious data you retrieve from the TMU units, as follows:
We must receive the TMUs and the unerased data modules.
Supplying us with paper plots is not adequate for analysis.
• The actual cables and sensors used are not required, but will
greatly simplify any failure analysis. Without these cables
and sensors, we can never be sure we have truly identified
the cause(s) of any problems.
• We must have a contract for the man-hours and materials used
during the analysis.
If, during any data analysis, we find that a failure is due to
original design problems, we will not charge for the analysis,
and we will correct the problem in all units, without charge.
If we find a failed component in a TMU, we will request a
contract for repair. There are two reasons for this: first, the
warranty on these units has long since expired; second, we know
910120
Q51 Corporation 1740 Research Park Way Logan, UT 84321 Teh_1_hone: (801)753.3657 T,:tl:x: 887430
Brown, October 4, 1989, Page 2
of several instances where some units were exposed to
environmental conditions well beyond those specified in the
original contract.
If, as has been the case recently, the failures are due to
installation or application, we will charge for the time spent
doing the analysis.
We have offered to accept a contract for installation and
checkout of the TMU units. We still believe that this would be
the best route to achieving the performance of which these units
are capable.
I have enclosed a disk with the latest DDR data recovery and
reduction software. There are two differences between this
Version 3.0 software and earlier versions (neither due to
software bugs): first, this version clearly displays its version
number on all initial menu screens, in all reports, and in all
data files; second, the history file format has been improved to
show both the maximum levels seen on any trigger channel and the
trigger levels seen. Please make sure that your programmers get
this new software for all future use, and that all older versions
are deleted.
Finally, attached is a summary of where the twenty TMU units are
in terms of software upgrades and baseplates. We are performing
a complete calibration, as well as your acceptance test and our
own (very rigorous) acceptance test at the time of the software
upgrades.
Feel free to call me if you have any questions on any of this.
JKE/mw
Enclosure
Sincerely,
coRpo TIO.ij
////Yam_s_/K. Elwell
Presiaen_;
/
910120
Brown, October 4, 1989, Page 3
QDLM-2 (TMU) UPGRADE SUMMARY
October 4, 1989
Serial Software Baseplate
Number Ver 1.4? Installed?
0001 no no
0002 no no
0003 no no
0004 yes no
0005 yes no
0006 no no
0007 yes yes
0008 yes no
0009 yes yes
0010 no no
0011 no no
0012 no no
0013 yes no
0014 yes 'no
0015 yes no
0016 no no
0017 yes yes
0018 yes (rio ?1
0019 no no
0020 no no
r..,
910120
FAILURE ANALYSIS
OF TMUs #0006 AND #0013
To:
Thiokoi Corporation
Brigham City, UT 84302
From:
QSI CORPORATION
1740 Research Park Way
Logan, UT 84321
Telephone: 801-753-3657
FAX: 801-753-3822
October 4, 1989
FOREWORD
This report analyzes the apparent failure of TMUs #0006 and #0013 to gather reliable
data during the shipment of eighth flight motors to KSC.
After examining both TMUs and the data acquired by TMU #0013, we feel that the
problems seen on this run ,do__nnotindicate a general failure of the TMU design. The
problems encountered are primarily due to improper installation and data redu&ion
errors.
A small metal flake was found in TMU #0006 which caused the malfunction of channel
10 on that unit. At the time of the SRM shipment, TMU #0006 had not been upgraded
with the current revision of internal software. No other problems were found with unit
#0006.
The unexpected truncated events in data gathered by TMU #0013 were caused by the
use of obsolete DDR software in the data reduction stage. This problem was eliminated
in later software releases (Version 2.3 or later), but an earlier version was used here.
I
Two other problems were found in the data acquired by TMU #0013: 1) unusual
waveforms on channel 4; 2) unusual waveforms seen on channels 1, 2 and 3. The nature
of the recorded data indicates that these problems are due to installation problems
and/or bad or loose cables.
There is some question as to whether the accelerometers accompanying TMU #0013
were the ones actually used on the eighth flight shipment. Without the actual
equipment used during a run, a thorough analysis of any apparently erroneous data is
impossible.
1
1. Problems with TMU #0006.
TMU #0006 was found to contain a small metal flake in the vicinity of the channel I0
analog electronics. This metal flake shorted analog electronics within TMU #0006,
causing channel 10 to become inoperative during the run.
The data recorded by TMU #0006 was not provided to us. The TMU contained old
versions of internal software, so random truncated errors may occur in the data recorded
by this unit.
The origin of the metallic flake is unknown but it could reasonably be expected to arise
either within the SRM shipping environment or during assembly of the TMUs. TMU
#0006 was thoroughly tested at the factory prior to its delivery to Thiokol, and was
found to be fully operational.
2. Problems with TMU #0013.
2.1. Truncated Events.
The truncated events which occurred near event 144 in the recorded data are fictitious
and do not exist in the actual data. They are the result of using obsolete (Version 2.2)
DDR software to read the modules for this run. The use of,current DDR software
eliminates this problem.
The short truncations (less than 128 bytes) at the end of data from each set of modules
are expected, and are the result of normal operation of the TMUs.
2.2. Unusual Waveforms - Channel 1, 2 and 3.
The waveforms seen on channels 1, 2 and 3, while unusual, are all quite similar in
appearance and form, and correlate in time. This suggests a common cause in their
generation. We do not believe these waveforms represent real accelerations experienced
by the segment during shipment.
_'_uring simulation trials in the lab, we fonnd we could generate similar waveforms (in
I three simultaneous channels, correlating in time, appearance and form), simply by
I loosening the bolts which hold the tri-axial mounting block to its support structure, then
/_ subjecting the support structure to low-level shocks.
Since no electronic failures could be found with the TMU, and since channels I, 2 and 3
are connected to one tri-axial block during shipment, and since the waveforms are easily
simulated as described, we can only conclude that the mounting block fl_r these three
channels was loose during shipment.
f'* J_ - / )
2.3. Unusual Waveforms - Channel 4.
Channel 4 recorded numerous suspect waveforms, and was the cause of the large
number of triggered events seen during the trip. Analysis of the data shows these items:
Numerous events with waveforms typical of a discontinuity, i.e., large instantaneous
voltage swings followed by a 2- to 4-second discharge curve. This indicates loose
connector(s) or broken wires or both.
Numerous events (sometimes coincident with those mentioned above) which show
short, quick pulses, sometimes with DC offset levels. These are typical of a loose
mounting, and are easily simulated in the lab by very light tapping on an
accelerometer.
Because of the nature of the waveforms, and because they often were coincidental with
waveforms on channels 1, 2 and 3, and because channel 5, which used the same ADC
electronics, operated normally, and because the channel 4 electronics operated perfectly
in post-run lab testing, we conclude that the channel 4 accelerometer was mounted
loosely and had a loose or broken cable.
There is a possibility of an internal failure in the channel 4 accelerometer causing both
types of invalid data, but this cannot be evaluated since we do not -know which
accelerometer was used for channel 4.
3. Channel 5 Through 10 Data.
q
After examining the data recorded by channels 5 through 10, we have no reason to
suspect these waveforms represent anything other than the actual accelerations
experienced by these accelerometers. The characteristics of these waveforms are fully
consistent with the type, amplitude, and frequency of accelerations expected on a rail
shipment such as this.
4. Trip-History/Recorded-Data Correlation.
The correlation between the trip history, as recorded by Agnello and Stone, and the data
recorded by TMU #0013 is quite good. At no time, with one exception (discussed
below), did the TMU continuously trigger while the train was stationary on the tracks.
There are a few isolated triggered events during ictle periods, all triggered by channel 4.
In all cases, the channel 4 waveform is typical of a loose or broken cable losing contact
momentarily. There are many possible causes: a person brushing against the cable (if
the loose connector is at the TMU, or if the cable is broken near where it can be
touched), a slight jolt to cars being COL,pied or uncoupled, movement of the box while
opening or closing the cover, etc.
We would not expect to see continuous triggering of events while the train was
stationary, and indeed, this was not seen in the data. Continuous triggering of the TMU
only _ccurred while the train was moving or being manctzvered to connect cars. Anv
vibration _ccurring during these periods wottld rcas_nably be expected to shake h_sc
connectorsor brokencables,thuscausingtriggeredeventsbycontinuallyconnecting/
disconnectingthe accelerometerf om theTMU.
The singleexceptionmentionedaboveoccurred on Saturday, September 2, from
20:00:41 to 20:14:54. The trip record indicates the train was stopped from 20:00 to
20:15 on this evening, but the TMU recorded essentially continuous events during this
time. We would not expect this to happen if the only problem was a loose or broken
cable. However, because of various indications in the data and in the trip record, we
believe the train was moving during this period of time.
The first indication of this is the waveforms on channels 5 through 10. These are similar
to those recorded during other portions of the trip when the train was moving. At all
other times when the log shows the train stopped, there are no signals on channels 5
through 10.
The next indication is the waveforms on channels 1 through 3. Although the actual
waveforms are suspect, these three channels never showed any activity except when the
train was moving. They showed activity during this period, again indicating that the
train was moving.
These facts, along with the general poor quality of the trip record (such as a time of
2453 being followed by a time of 0010) lead us to believe the train was, in fact, moving
during this time.
5. Summary.
We believe the data recorded on channels 5 through 10 to be accurate and
representative of actual accelerations experienced by the SRM segment during shipment.
The data indicates that the cable for channel 4 was broken or had one or more loose
connectors, and was mounted loosely. The alternate cause, an internal failure of the
accelerometer, cannot be evaluated.
The waveforms recorded by channels 1 through 3 were probably caused by a loose
mounting block on the railcar.
The truncated events shown in the history file given to us were due to an obsolete
version of one of the data reduction programs.
TMU #0006 developed an electrical short circuit during the trip. No other problems
were found with the TMUs. They both ran flawlessly while undergoing complete and
thorough testing in the lab.
T_ CORPORA T/ON
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Shock and Sine Dwell Testing at Unisys
(engineering evaluation only)--Results and Calculations
REVISION
90467-1.28
DOC NO
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THU EvaTuatlon Tests At Unysis Calibrated Shock Pulse 08-Feb-90
Temperature
-32 F
Shock _I (Figure I)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (g)= 1.95
Input Shock Frequency =24 Hz
TMU Data (g)=
Percent Error=
Average Percent Error=
Peek-to-Peak Values (9)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
............................................................
2.968 3,046 2.929 3,007 2,772 3,085 3.007 2.851 2,773 2,772
52.2% 56.2% 50.2% 54.2% 42.2% 58.2% 54,2% 46.2% 42;2% 42.2%
49.8% (10 channels)
Shock #2 (Figure 2)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (9)= 1.89
Input Shock Frequency =24 Hz
TMUData (g)=
Percent Error=
Peak-to-Peak Values (9)
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0
............................................................
2.733 2.811 2.77 2.85 2,616 2.811 2.772 2.694 2.538 2,655
44.6% 48.7% 46.6% 50.8% 38.4% 48.7% 46.7% 42.5% 34.3% 40.5%
Average Percent Error= 44.2% (10 channels)
70 F
Shock #I (Figure 3)
.......................
TnmJt _eak-to-peak (9)= 1.98
Input Shock Frequency :16 Hz
TMU Data (g)=
Percent Error:
Average Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (g)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
............................................................
2.421 2.342 2.382 2,577 Bad 2.421 2.382 2.382 2.499 2.46
22.3% 18.3% 20.39_ 30.2% N/A 22.3% 20.3% 20.3% 26.2% 24.2%
22.7% (9 channels)
Shock #2 (Figure 4)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (9)= 1.98
Input Shock Frequency :16 Hz
TMU Data (9)=
Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (g)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
............................................................
2,343 2,343 2.304 2.499 Bad 2,343 2.304 2,304 2.421 2,382
18.3% 18.3% 16,4% 26.2% N/A 18.3% 16.4% 16,4% 22,3% 20,3%
Average Percent Error: 19,2% (9 channels)
THU Evaluation Tests At Unysis Calibrated Shock Pulse 08-Feb-90
!30 F
Shock #1 (Figure 5)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (9): 3.62
Pnput Shock Frequency :37 Hz
TMUData (9)=
Percent Error=
Average Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (9)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
......................... . ..................................
3.358 3,28 3,241 3,397 3.241 3.358 3.28 3,241 3,358 3,28
-7.21 -9.4_-10,5_ -6.2_-10,5_ -7.2_ -9.41-10.51 -7.2_ -9.4_
-8.Tt (10 channeTs)
Shock #2 (Figure 6)
Input peak-to-peak (g)= 3.62
Input Shock Frequency :38 Hz
TMUData (9):
Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (9)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
............................................................
3.28 3.28 3.202 3.28 3,163 3.28 3.241 3.163 3.241 3.202
-9,4_ -9.4_-I1.51 -9.4_-12.6Z -9.41-I0.5Z-12.6_-10.51-11.5_
Average Percent Error: -I0.7_ (IO channels)
140 F
Shock #I (Figure T)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (9): 1.62
Input Shock Frequency :15 Hz
TMUData (9):
Percent Error=
Avera9e Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (9)
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0
............................................................
1.796 1.874 1.796 1.835 1.835 1.835 1.TST 1.796 1.796 1.796
10.9_ 15.7_ 10.9% 13,3_ 13.3_ 13.3_ 8.51 10,9_ 10.94 10,9_
11.8_ (10 channels)
Shock #2 (Figure 8)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (9): 1.61
input Shock Frequency :15 Hz
TMU Data (9):
Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peek Values (9)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
............................................................
1.796 1.874 1.796 1.835 1,826 1,835 1.835 1.T96 1.835 1,796
11,6_ 16.4_ 11.6_ 14.Or 13,4_ 14,0t 14.0_ 11.6t 14.01 11.61
Average Percent Error: 13.2_ (I0 channels)
TMU Evaluation Tests At Unysis Calibrated Shock Pulse 08-Feb-90
!50 F
Shock _I (Figure 9)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (9): 1.02
Input Shock Frequency :23 Hz
TMU Data (9):
Percent Error:
Average Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (9)
1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 9 10
............................................................
1.092 1.014 1.092 1.132 1.132 1,092 1,053 1.132 1.093 1,093
7.I_-0.6% 7.1_ 11.0t 11.0_ 7.1% 3.24 11.0_ 7.2_ ?.2_
T.I_ (10 channels)
Shock #2 (Figure 10)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (9): 0.92
Input Shock Frequency :18 Hz
TMU Data (9):
Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (9)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0
............................................................
1.092 1,092 1,053 1.092 1,092 1.033 1.033 1.033 1,033 1.092
18.7_ 18.74 14.5_ 18.74 18.7_ 14.5_ 14.5_ 14.5t 14.5_ 18.74
Average Percent Error: 16.6_ (10 channe}s)
TMUEvaluationTests At Unysis Sine Dwell 08-Feb-90
Temperature
-32 F
Event #1 (Figure 11)
.......................
!nmut meek-to-peak (9):2.985
Input Shock Frequency :10 Hz
TMU Data (g)=
Percent Error:
Average Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (9)
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
............................................................
3.436 3,749 3.475 3.553 3.319 3.631 3.436 3.358 3.866 3.358
15.1_ 25.6_ 16.4_ 19.O_ 11.2_ 21.6_ 15.11 12,5_ 29.5_ 12.5_
17.8_ (10 channels)
Event #2 (Figure 11)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (9):2.985
input Shock Frequency =I0 Hz
TMU Data (9):
Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (9)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
............................................................
3.514 3.671 3.475 3.513 3.397 3.67 3,553 3,436 5.312 3.397
1T.7_ 22.9_ 16.4t 17.7t 13.8_ 22.9_ 19.0_ 15.1_ 77.91 13.8_
Average Percent Error: 23.7_ (I0 channels)
70 F
Event #I (Figure 12)
.......................
input peak-to-peak (g):2.930
Input Shock Frequency =I0 Hz
TMU Data (g}:
Percent Error:
Average Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (g)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10
............................................................
2,89 2.89 2.89 2.89 Bad 2.812 2.773 2.851 2.773 2.851
-I.4% -1,4_ -1.4% -1.4_ N/A -4,0_ -5,4_ -2.7_ -5.4_ -2.7_
-2.9_ (9 channels)
Event #2 (Figure 12)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (g):2.93D
input Shock Frequency :I0 Hz
TMU Data (g)=
Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (9)
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0
............................................................
2.89 2.89 2.851 2,89 Bad 2.812 2.812 2.851 2.773 2.851
-1.4% -1.4_-2.71-1.4_ N/A -4.0_-4.0_ -2.7_-5.4_-2.7_
Average Percent Error: -2,9_ (9 channels)
THU Evaluation Tests At Unysis Sine Dwell 0B-Feb-g0
130 F
Event #I (Figure 13)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (g): 3
Input Shock Frequency :ID Hz
TMU Data (9):
Percent Error:
Average Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (9)
l 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 9 10
............................................................
2.812 2.812 2.89 2,968 2.89 2.89 2.812 2.89 2.89 2.89
-6.3_ -6,34 -3.7_ -t. 1_ -3.7_ -3.7_ -6.3_ -3,7Z -3.7_ -3.7_
-4.2% (10 channels)
Event #2 (Figure 13)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (9): 3
Input Shock Frequency :10 Hz
TMUData (g):
Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (g)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0
............................................................
N/A
Average Percent Error= O.Ot (10 channels)
140 F
Event #I (Figure 14)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (g):2.920
Input Shock Frequency :10 Hz
TMU Data (g):
Percent Error:
Average Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (g)
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0
............................................................
2.734 2.734 2.734 2.734 2.695 2.695 2.695 2.656 2.734 2.656
-6.4_ -6.4_ -6.4_ -6.44 -7.7_ -7.7_ -7.7t -9.1t -6.4_ -9.1_
-7.3_ (10 channels)
Event #2 (Figure 14)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (g):2.92D
Input Shock Frequency :I0 Hz
TMU Data (9):
Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (g)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO
............................................................
2,734 2.734 2.695 2.734 2.656 2.695 2.695 2,656 2.734 2,617
-6.4_ -6.4_ -7.74 -6.44 -9.14 -7.7_ -7.7_ -9.1% -6.44-10.4_
Average Percent Error: -7.7_ (10 channels)
THU Evaluation Tests At Unysis Sine Dwell 08-Feb-90
!50 F
Event _I (Figure 15)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (9):3.027
tn_ut Shock Frequency :10 Hz Peak-to-Peak Values (g)
1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 9 10
............................................................
TMU Data (g)= 2.656 2.5TT 2.617 2.734 2.617 2.61T 2.538 2.656 2.695 2.656
Percent Error: -12.3_-14.9_-13,6_ -9.7_-13.6_-13.6_-16.2_-12,3_-11.0_-12.3_
Average Percent Error: -12.9_ (10 channels)
Event _2 (Figure 15)
.......................
Input peak-to-peak (g):3.027
Input Shock Frequency :10 Hz
TMU Data (9):
Percent Error:
Peak-to-Peak Values (9)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10
............................................................
2.656 2.656 2.617 2.773 2.656 2.617 2.578 2.617 2.656 2.656
-12.3_-12.3_-13.6_ -8.4t-12.3t-13.6t-14.8_-13.6t-12.3t-12.3_
Average Percent Error= -12.5_ (10 channels)
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81OC PROCEDURE
/
"N,,,,,,,..j/I.
i, +/
" I
N_EC Z411.1 2447.1 24_,1
DEFAULT TEST DEFINITION
LAST RESPONSEYAVEFORM
PEAR G 1,318
_519,1 2555,1 _591.1
UN[T I, TESF S LIII X-AXIS
LeO HZ B_IIOI+IOTH
PULSE DURATION 44,434
TIHI ST.q4fAJRT JU_OSS C_L.q
_
21 O0 16:22:00 C:_I.Iq_L 1 -1.640 -0.031 1.320
CI',AI4IIF, L 2 -1.640 -0.034 1.406
CBAHtIF,,L 3 -1.640 -0.010 1.209
CBAHH/gL 4 -1.640 -0.011 1.367
C_JkNNI_L 5 -1.523 -0.017 1.249
CBAlq_L 6 -1.679 0.008 1.406
7 -1.640 -0.007 1.367
6 -1.562 -0.006 1.289
CHAHI_L 9 -1.406 0.004 1.367
_L 10 -1.523 -0.004 1.249
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUAL, iY
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810C PROCEDURE
T, NS[C _411,1 _447,1 248],1
DEFAULT TE_T OEFIBITIOfl
LkST RESP0BSE MkVEFORN
PE_K G 1,288
_519,1 2555,1 2591,1
Ulllf 1, TEST 5 LIB X-kXI$
l_e B; D_BO_IOTB
PULSEOURATION 44,434
EVENT TZl, m SOHHA.RY ACRO88 CHAI41tUtLa
22 00 16:23:1(;
• .'j ,
I
CJ_M_NEr, 1 -1.796 -0.016 0.93"/
CBAHt_L 2 -1.0"/4 -0.028 0.93"/
C_L 3 -1.1;79 0.001 1.093
CHJUGIEL 4 -1. ?S? 0.004 1.093
CHAHHEL 5 -1.1;01 -0.011 1.01.5
CHANNEL 6 -1.111; 0.011; 1.093
CHA1eIHEL T -1.710 -0.003 1.054
CHANNEL O -1. 757 -0. 007 0.93?
C:HM_L 9 -1.445 0.01'6 1.093
_L 10 -1.718 -0. 011 0.93?
A
C
C
E
L
E
R
A
T
I
0
N
+1,3L8
-I .318
/,';
/
/{, H_
/ -- --,--.,,.__.%
\,,,
\.
T, IISEC 24|[,I 2447,1 248_.I
DEFAULT TEST DEFIIfITIOI;
LAST RESPONSEHAVEFORH
PEAK G t,318
2519,1 2555.1 2591,1
UNIT b TEST $ LIli _-R_I3
1_0 NZ BRIi011IDTN
PULSE DURATION 7L,533
/:
&_ZEHT TI#_ SU_Y ACROSS C_L$
J
41 01 10:02:02 CHAfmEL 1 _,gZ/ -1.093 0.007 1.328
CHAtnlEL 2 /._9_ -1.093 0.009 1.249
CHANHEL 3_,_Z -1.093 0.011 1.289
CeA_,ZL 4 ?,_-77-z.z_z 0.006 z.4o6
c,_,_,,_ -o.o_ -o.o_ o.o_9
c.._,,,_ 6 _-9Z1-1.o9_ 0.00_ 1._28
CHANNEL 7 _,_ -I.093 -0.001 1.289
CHAm_L 8 _,_Z-1.093 0.003 1.289
CHANt,IEL 9 2.q_ -1.132 0.003 1.36_
CHANNEL 10 _._0 -1.132 -0.001 1.328
k
C
C
E
L
E
R
T
!
0
14
+1,3_3
-I ,383
810C PROCEDURE
7#z __
T, rlSEC _411.1 2447,1 _4Jj,I 2519,1 2555.1 _591.1
DEFAULT TEST OEFIHIT|ON UIIIT l, TEST 5 LIlt X-AXIS
LAST RESPOHSEU_UEFORfl 188 HZ BAtlOMIDTH
PEAK G 1,303 PULSE OURATION 60,846
EVENT TIME SUMMARY ACROSS C_L3
Day/Tim@ Chsnnel Minimum Average Maxlmum
J
o
V
42 01 10_03:33
_J_.r_L I _,_9_-1.OlS o.oo'? 1.32_
c_,._L 2_.39'3 -1.o_.5 O.Oll 1.328
C_EL 3 _,, "_l)_' -1.015 0.011 1.289
c,w.,_L ,IZ, _ '/q - 1. o93 o. oos 1. ,,o6
' 'Ie, II_IEL 5_ -0.039 -0.014 0.039
C_.a_L 6 _', ._':/..;2-z.o15 o.oo,_ 1.328
C)_r_,L 7 Z, _ 0_/ -1. o15 o. ooo 1.20_
cm,_,n_L _Z,_ °_/ -z.ozs 0.002 1.2o9
CRAtnn_L 9 _,_OI -1.054 0.002 1.367
CIUe,/q_L 10Z. _l-1.084 0.000 1.328
A
C
C
E
L
E
R
A
T
!
0
H
+2,818
-_,018
/
T, flSEC E41J,I 2447,1 248),1
DEFkULT TEST DEF[HITION
L_$T RESPOHSEH_UEFORIt
PEkK G _,818
25|9,1 2555,1 2591,1
UNIT 1, TEST 5 LIN X-AXIS
lOe X2 BAIIOH]DTH
PULSE OURAT]OH 4e,e39
i__ _
I_0'
EVENT TIME SC_%Ry ACROSS CHA_NEL3
CHAtm_L 2_, 2,_0 -1.484 0.026 z.796
¢m_,,z,. _,3_/-z.4e4 -o.oz7 z. Ts7
c,-,_,. ,3.3)7 -i.s,2 -o.01, I.,3,
d
. c,_zL 63. ;)_'l?-l.s2_ -0.0o2 ,.,_s
'./1 ¢_,m_. -, "3. _o -z.4, -o.oo'_ 1.79,6
0
cp.,_,_,, e _, 214/_l.4e,q -o.oz:, z.',5_'
_ c,_,.zL 9 _'_. _'_-_._ -o.oo_ _._s
CI'L_IIII_L 10 3. c_'O -1. 484 -0. 001 1.796
[-
G_2.@i9
-_,eie
818C PROCEOURE
L_T%4':44,0_
5_
T, HSEC 2411,I 2447,1 24_3,i 2519,1 2555,1 259t,I
DEFAULT TEST DEFINITION UtI|T 1, TE_T 5 L[14 _-_;_lS
LAST RESPONSEU_UEFORM JO@HZ 8_NO_[OTH
PEAK G 2,019 PULSE DUR_TI0H 40,2_3
EVE_IT TI_ SUI_4,_o.Y ACROSS CHAPELS
E'.'EtlT Day/Time Channel H:I. n imum Average Haxtmum
.............................................................................
24 01 15:05:16 C}tAII_IEL 1 _,_0 -1.484 -0.031 1.'/96
C_NN_.L 23..?_0 -1.406 0.025 1.874
c.N._L _,_oZ-z.4o_ -0.o16 1.79e
c,w.,-,..3,,2_'° -1..45 -o.o16 z.o3s
c,_, 6_,_ -1.,-_ -ooo_ 1.0_
c_.,_.,_,, o_.)_ _ -1. 4o6 -O.OLO 1._7
_,,,_,_, 9_._/ -1.4. -o.oo_ 1.._
CHRNNEL 10 _- '_ -1.406 0.000 1.796
ORIGINAL P_GE _,S
OF POOR QUALITY
C
C
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II
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÷l ,084
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61BCPROCEDURE /'/(,_ _, J,_ k
/
_E
T, IISEC 241 ! ,I 24(7,1 ;..48.,=,1 2519,1 2.';55,1
DEFAULT [E_T OEF[tlITION UNIT l, TE_T 5
L(IST I_E;_P01t,3E II(IUEFrjF:I! J8_ gZ BANOI,IIDTN
PEAK 6 I, B,'] 4 PULSE OURATIOtl
25gl,I
LIB _-AXI$
70.312
/
EVENT TIHZ SUIHI4ARY ACROS._ CHA_IELS
Clb_ItlEb 2 -0.703 0.037 1.171 ]_" P'
C|[AII_IEL 3 / ";i: -0.703 -0.010 1.093 _" -/u'i
CIL_IEL 4 I.F'- -0.742 -0.017 1.O93 'C ="
CIUtNNEL 5 /._3 -0.781 -0.017 1.054 /C'f_',
CHAII_IEL 6 I _'- -0.742 -0.007 1.093 ]C'<r _;:-
CHANNEL 7 f. ]6 -0.703 -0.009 1.054 "s._;9_,
CHANNEL 8 /$6 -0.742 -0.013 1.054 4 cru= ",
CHANtlEL 9 ? :c -0. 703 -0. 004 1.093 _ _r_ _
CHANNW-L 10 / 3C -0.703 -0.001 1.003 q<,_
/,--i96
/,_'Tq
/,776
i, I>3s
I, _>36"
/, 7.5-7
/, 7_g
/, 7_(
/,-7_&
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QOALIi'Y
F 7
, /
ORIGINAE P,_(';:-'TIS
OF POOR QL,fALI]"{
_1.d96
-t, I)96
T, IL._EC2411,1
_ (., i ,/(/
etec P,0CEDUnEI_lo°__l,,,cg
2447,1 2483,1 g5[9,1 2555,1 2591,1
DEFdULr rEST OEFINIT[OI! UNIT I, TEST 5 L]ll X-aXIS
LhST flESP0fl3EtlHUEFORII lde HZ BAIIDY|OTN
PEAKq 1.096 PULSE0URk[IOH 69.58#
E'V_NT TZI*_ S_A_4AP,_ ACROS3 CH,_"IH_LS
4
O
CR_nll_L 2 t,_'] -0.781 0.044 1.093 ,_,._';
CH.IM'_IiI_L 3 I _'( -0,742 -0.016 1.054 :_'-
CIL_r_:fEL 4 I,'43 -0.'742 -0.01"7 1.093 r6 ?_
C1_I, 5 t, _ -0.'781 -0.014 1.054 'C-_'_
C_I}IEL 6 l, _/ -0.742 -0.001 1.093 'L,?_
C_L '7 I._ _ -0.742 -0.006 1.093 IC.?°4
CHJ_/CREL 8 I, f_ -0.742 -0. 009 1.054 *.q'_ _
_II_nlEL 9 t,_ -0.742 -0,002 1.093 _C. "_'_
CI-I_I1HI_L 10 I. :_ -0.'742 0.002 1.054 a.qu_
/, 7_'&
/, _7_
;, --;,f&
/,_zg
/, St___
),79{_
/,_3s-
;,-7_d
A
C
C
E
L
E
R
A
T
!
0
N
÷_,6L7
-B,617
8IeC PROCEDURE
#
15-o"5L,c._ _ g _*'" i
I', IISEC 24l[,I _,447,1 2483,1
OEFAULI"TE._T OEFIIHTION
LASl" RESPOI|SE tlAVEFORH
PEAK G 0,617
2519.1 2555.1 2591.1
UltIT l, TEST 5 LIH X-A_(IS
l_O H2 BAIIOIIIDTH
PULSE DURATIOH 45.1GG
EVENT TIME SUHHARy ACROSS CHANNEL3
o
EVENT Day/Time Channel M:L n 'rLmum
............ Av_raqej Maximum
..................................................................
15 O0 16:23:55 CHANNEL I / __ -0.624 0.001 0.468
CI[_rH'ET. 2 /, _ //../L -0.546 0.008 0.468
C.Am_E.._l, bqZ-0.624 0.015 o.46e
C_=_NZL 41,)3Z -0.664 0.011 0.46e
c._,m_, _/,/..*Z -0.664 -0.001 0.46e
c_ 6 I,_Z -0.624 0.006 o.46,
CHANNEL 7 1. /._3-0. 624 0.002 0.429
CIUtl_IE1, B/,/.,_Z -0.664 -0.001 0.468
c,,_,z,.9 /, 0_3 -o.664 o.002 o.429
c,L_,z,.I01,073 -0._64 -0.009 0.429
, i
+0.724
-0,724
_.:,_f I_,
/
T, IISEC 2411,1 2447,1 _,183,1
EFkULT TEST OEFHilT iON
AST RESPOII_E ||AUEFORt|
EAK G e,724
2519,l _555J 3591,1
UNIT l, TEST $ LIN X-AXI3
100 HZ OkXOHIOTX
PULSE OUflATIOIi 57,373
E_,LtIT TI["_ $_'HHA/_,y ACROSS CR_LS
CrY, T_mL 2 J,O_Z -O, 46B O, 024 O. 624
Clhq/,_q4EL 3 _0._"_ -0.429 0,024 0.624
c_L 4_0_7 -o.so? o.ozs o.ses
c._c 5_qZ -0.46e o,o07 0.624
_ C_EL 6_ -0.429 0.020 0.624
ce_,em_ 9 _'_ -o.46e 0.009 o.ses
au_,_ _o/,O_Z -0.4eo 0.002 o.e2_
Y, 1.49"29
#A,
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
01: POOR QUALITY
-92°F
i
J
II i,¸
\
I
m
4.M LG HZ 411.W
EVENT TIME SUMFA%R_ ACROSS CHANNELS
EVENT J Day/Time Channel Minimum Average Maximum
.............................................................................
7 O0 _5:28:_9 CIIANNEL Z __ _3_-_.796 1.640
C_EL 23,7_9 -1.95_ -0.05, 1.796
C,,_",ZL'5 +7S-1.7S7 -0.02, 1.71,
C,L_m_L 4 3,$53-1.e35 -0.029 1.71,
c_EL 53._i_ -1.71. -0.037 1.601
C,,,_EL 63._l-1.,35 -o.oo6 1.796
%
" _sLl CILANNEL 7 _, -1.796 -0.022 1.640
%
-- C,_,_NEL 8 3,3_-i.718 -0.025 1.640
I
| ''_- C'IA_"EL I0_,_-1.718 -0.018 1.640
EVENT T]HE SUI4MARy ACRO33 CJIA_NEL8
( CIh%NI_EL
CIlANNEL
_.g;3-_.,_ -o.o_. 1._,
_3.397-_.7_7 -o.o_6 1._o
"3, _7_-_.,7_ -o.o1_ 1._
_'.'-'_,3,_3_ -1.,,, -o.o,o ,.6,o
c,_--_ _. _12-=-o7o -o.o_ _.=_
ceu_n_ _o ?, _9 _1.757 -o.o2a _._4o
A 5rEC
Y, 1. 4852
IA, 1
of
LG;_IAG
l
#
/
A=
"I I - I
4. IIIRB LG I'IZ _I- m"
EVENT TII_ S_X ACROSS CHANNELS
EVENT/ Day/Time Channel Minimum Xversge Maximum
25 ol oe:56:59 C_EL l_,_D-Z.406 0.019 1.484
CHANNEL 2 _,_0 -1.406 0.016 1.484
c.x.,_L 3 Z,_9o -1.4o6 o.oo9 1.484
CHANNEL 4Z,_0 -1.406 0.005 1.484
c,L,._L _e_ -o.o. -o.o. o.o_,
"_ CHANNEL 6_/00_ -1.367 0.010 1.445
°c_ c,_,_L 7 Z,773 -1.367 -o.oo_ 1.4o6
I" ¢._,,,_L 8Z._SI -1.4o6 o.ooo z.445
c,_.,_ _Z. 97_ -1-367 o.ool 1.4o6
c,_..._L lo Z._51 -1.406 -o.ool 1..5
EVENT TII_ SL_t_I.R_ ACROSS CHANNELS
c,t_._L 2 Z_,_90 -z.,o6 o.oI"_ 1.4e4
_,,_,, _;'.83-/-_.,o, o.oo_ 1.,,5
c,,_-,_,. , Z,g'_-_.4o6 0.005 _._._
":_ Clb_NNEL 6Z,_I Z -1.367 0.011 1.445
"._ CIIA_mEL 7Z,_ -1.406 0.000 1.406
:_ c_teame:L eZ,oOJ"/ -z.4o6 o.o0o 1.445
i c,mm_t, 9 7,77g-1._7 o.001 1.4o_
C|IAIIIqEL 10 ,." .nO(/ -1.406 0.002 1.,145
t0 H_
,_ _ <_j.t
EVENT TZIH_ SUI_H[M.IRY AClq.O-q -q CI'I*tdRI_L8
I_tT / Day/Time Channel liinlIum Avecage _J_II.XIlUl
-;; .... ;;-;1711711.... _--;-_-;_-:;7_;; ......... ;:;_; ......... ;7;;; ....
2 Z,_I Z -l.]2e o.o21 l.ie4CllANNltL
cm,mL 3 Z,17'70-1.36"7 0.021 i.s23
c,-,.,,,_,- ' Z,q_'_'-l.i" 0.012 i.s62
:.i_._L 5 Z,270-1-'_7 o.o, 1.523
CIL GZ,_7 0 -I.3G1 0.015 1.523
c.,.,z.. __,_l?- -1.3;_0 o.ool i.4ol
c,,_L ,Z,_7 -1._, o.oo, i._2,
c._,_. 9Z,_'_ -1.3_7 o.oo. 1.513
_.,_-,_ 1oZ,_'_/ -1.36_ o.ooo I.s23
IP_I_IT TXIHI 8r_MHMJRY .a.CROS8 CIq,MMI_I_
_ _I_/T fit Channel Mln ilaul Aiiiile MI I IJluI
14_43:58 CllNIlii_L 1 "_0.54G12 01 -_,468 0.008
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